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Let W= {R,, . . . . R,} be a finite class of regular languages over a finite alphabet 
Z. Let A = {b,, . . . . 6,) be an alphabet, and 6 be the substitution from A* into Z* 
such that S(b,) = R, for all i (1 < id m). Let R be a regular language over Z which 
can be defined from %? by a finite number of applications of the operators union, 
concatenation, and star. Then there exist regular languages over A which can be 
transformed onto R by 6. The relative star height of R w.r.t. V is the minimum star 
height of regular languages over A which can be transformed onto R by 6. This 
paper proves the existence of an algorithm for determining relative star height. 
This result obviously implies the existence of an algorithm for determining the star 
height of any regular language. 0 1988 Academic PRSS. I~C. 
1. 1NTRo~ucT10~ 
Eggan (1963) introduced the notion of star height, and proved that for 
any integer k 20, there exists a regular language of star height k. The 
problem was left open in his paper to determine the star height of any 
regular language. Dejean and Schutzenberger (1966) showed that for any 
integer k 2 0, there exists a regular language of star height k over the two 
letter alphabet. McNaughton (1967) presented an algorithm for determin- 
ing the loop complexity (i.e., the star height) of any regular language whose 
syntactic monoid is a group. Cohen (1970, 1971) and Cohen and 
Brzozowski (1970) investigated many properties of star height some of 
which provide algorithms for determining the star height of any regular 
language of certain reset-free type. Hashiguchi and Honda (1979) presented 
an algorithm for determining the star height of any reset-free language and 
any reset language. Hashiguchi (1982B) pesented an algorithm for deciding 
whether or not an arbitrary regular language is of star height one. To 
obtain this result, it uses the limitedness theorem on finite automata with 
* A part of this work was done while the author was visiting Universitt Pierre et Marie 
Curie. 
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distance functions (in short, D-automata), and the (u, .)-representation 
theorem in Hashiguchi (1982A, 1983). 
In this paper, we shall introduce the notion of relative star height and 
show the existence of an algorithm for determining relative star height 
which obviously implies the existence of an algorithm for determining the 
star height of any regular language. To prove these results, we again need 
D-automata and some of ideas which were used for the proof of the 
limitedness theorem. The main result of this paper is Theorem 5.1, from 
which an algorithm for determining relative star height follows by induc- 
tion. Theorem 5.1 will be deduced easily from the main lemma in Section 5. 
We need many definitions and propositions in Sections 5 and 7 to establish 
the main lemma whose proof is by induction on Z(w) for all words w, where 
Z(w) is defined by the D-automaton ~8 in Definition 5.14. 
This paper consists of seven sections. Section 2 will present preliminaries 
which include definitions of star height, relative star height, and 
D-automata, and several preliminary results. Section 3 will present elemen- 
tary properties of relative star height, and definitions about positions and 
paths of regular expressions. Section 4 will present algorithms for deciding 
whether or not the relative star height equals infinity or zero. Section 5 will 
present Theorem 5.1, the main lemma and an algorithm for determining 
relative star height. The proof of the main lemma will be presented in the 
final section. Section 6 will present an algorithm for determining star 
height. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
z is a finite alphabet. 1 is the null word. 0 is the empty set. For w  E L’*, 
l(w) is the length of w. For a set A, #A is the cardinality of A. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The class RE(L) of regular expressions (over C) is 
defined inductively as follows. 
(1) L, 0, and CZ~L are in RE(C); 
(2) If E, and Ez are in RE(L’), then E, u Ez, E,E*, and (E,)* are in 
REV); 
(3) No other expressions are in RE(C). 
DEFINITION 2.2. For any E E RE(L), the language [El denoted by E is 
defined inductively as follows. 
(1) [A[ = {A}, I@fl =a and Ial = (u} for UEC; 
(2) IE, u&I = IElI u IEzl, l&&I = IElI. l&l = @M-Z* I DE lE,l 
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andw~~Ez~},and~E*~=~E~*={i}u{w,w,~~~w,~k~1andwi~(E(for 
all i}. 
DEFINITION 2.3. The star height h(E) of EE RE(L’) is defined induc- 
tively as follows. 
(1) h(1)=h(@)=h(a)=O for aEZ; 
(2) h(E, u E,)=h(E, E2)=max{h(E,), h(E,)} and h(E*)= 1 +h(E). 
DEFINITION 2.4. The star height h(R) of a regular language R over C is 
defined by: h(R)=min{h(E) 1 EERE(C) and /El =R}. 
When we consider finite automata instead of regular expressions, the star 
height of regular expressions corresponds to the cycle rank of finite 
automata which is defined as follows. A finite automaton d over the input 
alphabet C is a quintuple, (C, Q, M, S, F), such that Q is the set of states, 
M is the transition function M: Q x (C u {L}) -P 2Q, and S, Fc Q are the 
sets of initial and final states, respectively. M is extended to 
M:QxX*-~~ or 1%4:2~x2-‘*-+2 Q in the usual way. The language 
accepted by d is denoted by R(d), and R(d) = {WE C* I M(S, w)n 
F# @}. When S and F are irrelevant to the context, d is simply denoted 
by the triple, (Z, Q, M). For p, q E Q, p and q are said to be strongly 
connected iff q E M(p, C*) and p E M(q, C*). d is said to be strongly con- 
nected iff for all p, q E Q, p and q are strongly connected. A subautomaton 
of d is a finite automaton LX& = (Z, QO, M,) such that Q0 c Q, and 
for all (q, U)E Q0 x (Cu {A}), M,(q, a) c M(q, a) n QO. A section of d 
is a maximal strongly connected subautomaton of d. A section 
Y = (C, Q,, M,) of LX? is said to be trivial iff # Q0 = 1, and 
Mo(Qo, C) = 0. For Q0 c Q, d - [Qo] is the maximal subautomaton of 
d whose set of states is Q - QO, where if Q, = Q, then d - [Qo] = 0, and 
in the following definition, r(0) is defined to be zero. Q(d) is the set of 
states of &. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Thacycle rank r(d) of a finite automaton d is defined 
inductively as follows. 
(1) If all sections of SB are trivial, then r(d) = 0; 
(2) If d has a nontrivial section, then 
r(&)=max{l+min{r(Y-[q])IqEQ(Y)}l 
Y is a nontrivial section of d}. 
LEMMA 2.1. For any finite automaton d, 
r(d) = max{r(Y) ) Y is a section of&}. 
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Eggan (1963) proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. (Eggan, 1963). From any finite automaton d, we can 
effectively construct a regular expression E such that 1 El = R(d) and 
h(E) = r(d), and vice versa. 
Theorem 2.1 gives the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.2. (Eggan, 1963). For any regular Ianguage R, 
h(R) = min { h( E) 1 E is a regular expression denoting R } 
= min{ r(.@‘) 1 XI is a finite automaton accepting R}. 
By Theorem 2.2, we can regard the star height of a regular language R as 
the loop complexity of finite automata accepting R, and determining h(R) 
is equivalent to determining the minimum cycle rank of finite automata 
accepting R. But regular expressions can be regarded as “one-dimensional 
expressions, ” i.e., a sequence of symbols, but finite automata need “multi- 
dimensional expressions,” i.e., those like “graphs.” So in our proof, regular 
expressions are more easily manipulated than finite automata, and we shall 
investigate properties of regular expressions in the sequel. (But to do this, 
we need finite automata with distance functions.) 
The relative star height is defined as follows. Let V = {R,, . . . . R,} be a 
finite class of regular languages over Z. U( .,‘u, *) is the closure of 
%‘u {{A.}, @} under the operations union (u), concatenation (.), and star 
(*), that is, the smallest class of regular languages such that 
(i)gu ((A>, 01 cW-, u, *), and (ii) if R, R’ E U( .,u, *), then R v R’, 
R. R’, R” E U( ., u , *). Let A = (6,) . . . . b,) be a new alphabet such that 
#A = #%?. 6 denotes the substitution from A* to 2=’ or from 2’* to 22* 
which is defined as follows. 
(1) S(A)= {Q 
(2) 6(b,)=Ri for all i (1 <i<m); 
(3) For W=b,b,...b,~A+(b~~d), 
6(W)=6(bj,)6(b,)-.&bin)= RiiRi2...Rin; 
(4) For LcA*, 6(L)=U,,.6(W). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let %, A, and 6 be as above. Then the following hold. 
(1) For any regular language L c A*, 6(L) E %‘( e, u, *); 
(2) For any R E W( ., u, *), there exists a regular language LCA* such 
that 6(L) = R. 
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Proof: (1) If L c A* is regular, then there exist EE RE(A) which 
denotes L, and by induction on the length of E, we can see that 
S(L) E%?( ., u, *). (2). If R E%( ., u, *), then we can see the assertion 
by induction on the number of operations which we need for defining R 
from %. 1 
DEFINITION 2.6. Let %:, A, and 6 be as above. For any regular language 
R c C*, the relative star height h,(R, %?) of R w.r.t. %? is defined as follows. 
(1) If R $ +?( ., u, *), then h,(R, %?) = co, where cc denotes infinity; 
(2) If RE%(., u, *), then h,(R,%)=min{h(L) 1 L is a regular 
language over A and 6(L) = R). 
Remark 2.1. We note that h,(R, U) is uniquely determined by R and V 
and is irrelevant to our choice of A and 6. We also note that there may be 
many L c A* such that 6(L) = R, and h,(R, %‘) is the minimum star height 
h(L) of languages L such that 6(L) = R. 
The following proposition relates star height with relative star height, the 
proof of which is clear. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. For any regular language R c C*, h(R) = h,(R, V), 
where V= {{a} 1 aeC}. 
Remark 2.2. Let R c ,Z’* be any regular language. R is said to be limited 
(or to have the finite power property) due to J. A. Brzozowski iff 
R*=(Ru{~})~ for some integer k>l. Let Q?=(R). Then %?(.,u,*)x 
{R*) u {WJ {A>)’ I i 3 0}, and we can see immediately that R is limited 
iff h,(R*, ‘3) = 0. The existence of algorithms for deciding whether or 
not R is limited was proved by Simon (1978) and Hashiguchi (1979), 
independently. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let Z= (0, l}, and %‘= {O*l, (O*l)(O*l)*}. Let 
A = {6,, b,} and 6 be the substitution from A* into C* such that 
6(b,) = O*l and 6(b,) = (O*l)(O*l)*. Then (O*l)* E %( ., u, *), and 
(O*l)* = 6(b:). However, it also holds that s(n u 6, u 6,) = h u O*l u 
(O*l)(O*l)* = (O*l)*. So h,((O*l)*, %)=O. 
Next we shall present the definition of finite automata with distance 
functions and the limitedness theorem. 
DEFINITION 2.7. A finite automaton g with a distance function (in 
short, a D-automaton) over the input alphabet Z is a sextuple 
(Z, Q, M, S, F, d) such that Q is the finite set of states, M: Q x C + 2Q is 
the transition function, SC Q and Fc Q are the sets of initial states and 
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final states respectively, and d is the distance function d: Q x C x Q + 
{ 0, 1, co }. d satisfies the following condition: for any (q, a, q’) E Q x .Z x Q, 
d(q, a, q’)= co iff q’#M(q, a). d is extended to d: QxL’* x Q + 
(0, 1,2, . ..} u {CC } and d: 2Q x C* x 2Q + (0, 1, 2, . ..} u (cc } as follows: for 
any q,q’EQ, t, t’CQ, WEZ*, and aEZ;, 
(1) d(q, 1, q’) = 0 if q = q’; d(q, II, q’) = 00 otherwise; 
(2) d(q, wa, q’) = min(d(q, w, 4’) + W’, a, 4’) I 4” E Q}; 
(3) d(t, W, t’) = min(d(q, w, q’) 1 qE t and q’e t’}. 
The language accepted by B is denoted by R(@) and A(?#) = {w E Z* 1 
M(S, W) n F# a}. ID(g) is the set of distances associated with words in 
R(B), that is, ID(B)= {d(S, w, F) 1 WER(B)}. O(a) is the upper limit of 
ID(g). g is said to be limited in distance iff D(g) -C co. M,, is the zero- 
distance transition function from Q x C* to 2” such that for any q E Q and 
w  E C*, M&q, w) = {q’ E Q 1 d(q, w, q’) = O}. S? is said to be O-deterministic 
iff for any qEQ and WEZ*, # M,,(q, w) < 1. Two D-automata B = 
(C, Q, M, S, F, d) and B’= (C, Q’, M’, s’, F’, d’) are said to be strongly 
D-equivalent iff for all w  E C*, d(S, w, F) = d’(S’, w, F’). 
Remark 2.3. In the above definition, we note that for any qE Q, 
M(q, 2) = {q} and the following hold. 
(1) For any q,q’EQ,t,t’CQ, and WEC*, d(q,w,q’)=co iff q’$ 
M(q, w), and d( t, w, t’) = 00 iff t’ n M( t, w) = 125; 
(2) Ma, is extended to MdO: 2Q x Z* -P 2Q as follows: MdO(t, w) = 
{OQ 141, w, q’)=O). F or any q E Q, t c Q, and u, w  E Z*, it holds that 
Mdo(qy uw) = MdoWdo(q~ ~1, w) and MdO(t, VW) = Mdo(Mdo(t, ~1, WI; 
(3) L@ is O-deterministic iff for any q E Q and a EC, #M&q, a) < 1; 
(4) If SY and SY are strongly D-equivalent, then R(g)= R(W’), 
ID(B) = ID(B’) and D(B) = D(SY). 
The following three theorems are proved in Hashiguchi (1982A). 
THEOREM 2.3. For any D-automaton 99 = (C, Q, M, S, F, d), one can 
construct a D-automaton 69’ = (Z, Q’, M’, S’, F’, d’) which satisfies the 
following. 
(1) S’= {S}; 
(2) Q’c~~; 
(3) 9’ is O-deterministic, and for any q E Q’ and a E Z’, # {q’ E Q’ I 
d’tq, a, q’) = 1 } < 1; 
(4) 99 and ~8: are strongly D-equivalent. 
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Remark 2.4. In Theorem 2.1, for any w  E L’* and q E Q’, it holds that 
# M&,(q, w) < 1, but # (q’ E Q’ 1 1 6 d’(q, w, q’) < cc } may be greater than 
one. 
LIMITEDNESS THEOREM 2.4. For any O-deterministic D-automaton 68 with 
#S= 1, D(g)< co iff D(a)<n((n+ 1)3n.26n2-t1)n, where n= #Q. 
From the above two theorems, the folowing theorem holds. 
LIMITENDESS THEOREM 2.5. For an arbitrary D-automaton 33, D(B) < 00 
flD(&?)<n,((n, + 1)3n’.26n~+1)n1, where n, =2#“. 
Remark 2.5. In Hashiguchi (1986), the upper bound in Theorem 2.4 is 
improved as follows: for any O-deterministic D-automaton g’, D(g) < 00 iff 
D(W) < 2 4n3 + 2n2+ 5n, where n = # Q. 
The rest of this section will present definitions about regular expressions 
over A. However, the same terminology will be also used for regular 
expressions over C in Section 6. 
DEFINITION 2.8. The class SRE(A) of regular expressions in string form 
over A is defined as follows: for any EE RE(A), 
(1) if h(E)=O, then EESRE(A) iff E= W,u ... u W, for some 
n3 1 and W,EA* (1 <i<n); 
(2) ifh(E)>O,thenEESRE(A)iffE=F,u...uF,forsomen>l, 
and for some Fin SRE(A), 1~ i< n, where for each i, either F, = W for 
some WEA*, or Fi is of the form: F, = Wi, Hz W, HE . * . Wir, H$, WiP,+, , 
where pi> 1, W,/EA* (1 <j<pi+ l), and H,ESRE(A) (1 <k<pi). 
By the distributivity of concatenation over union, the following 
proposition holds. 
PROPOSITION 2.3 (Eggan, 1963). For any EE RE(A), there exists 
E’ E SRE(A) such that IE’I = IE] and h(E’) = h(E). 
DEFINITION 2.9. Any E E RE(A) is in complete string form iff 
EESRE(A) and either E= W for some WE A* or E is of the form: 
E= W,H: W,HT ... W,HT WP+l, where p> 1, Wj~A* (1 <j<p+ I), 
and Hz E SRE(A) (1 <k <p). CSRE(A) denotes the class of regular 
expressions in complete string form over A. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Any regular expression in SRE(A) is a union of some 
regular expressions in CSRE( A). 
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DEFINITION 2.10. For any EE SRE(A), the set Fact(E) of factors of E is 
defined inductively as follows. 
(1) Fact(l)= {A}, Fact(@)= (01, and Fact(u)= {a) for UGA; 
(2) If E=E,E,, then Fact(E)={E}u(E,Ifor some E;,E;G 
CSRE(A) with E = E; E;, E0 E Fact(E;) u Fact(E;)}; 
(3) If E= ET, then Fact(E)= {E) uFact(E,); 
(4) If E= E, u E,, then Fact(E) = Fact(E,) u Fact(E,). 
A factor E’ E Fact(E) is a word factor of E if E’ E A*. A factor 
E’ E Fact(E) is a star factor of E if it is a star expression. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let A = {a, b}, and E = ab u a(& u b)*b. Then Fact(E) 
= {a, b, ub, bu, (bu u b)*, a(bu u b)*, (bu u b)*b, u(bu u b)*b}, (bu u b)* is 
a star factor of E, and ub is a word factor of E. 
DEFINITION 2.11. For any E E SRE( A), v(E) is defined by 
v(E) = max { 1( W) 1 W is a word factor of E}. 
3. ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES OF RELATIVE STAR HEIGHT 
Throughout this section, %‘= {R,, . . . . R,} is a finite class of regular 
languages over Z, and A = {b,, . . . . b,} and 6 are defined as in Section 2. 
We first note the following proposition about star height. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For any regular language R c C* and any finite 
language R, c C*, h(R) = h(R u R,) = h(R - R,). 
Proof: Let E and E’ be in RE(Z) such that IEl = R, IE’I = RO, 
h(E)=h(R), and h(E’)=O. Then EuE’eRE(C), and IEuE’I=RuR,. 
Thus h(R u R,) d h(R). Conversely let E be in RE(C) such that IE] = 
R u R,, and h(E) = h(R u R,). We note that for any star expression H*, it 
holds that 1 H*l = { ,I> u 1 HI u I HH*HI. From this remark, we can see 
easily that there exists E’ E RE(Z) such that h(E’) = h(E), IE’I = IEI, and 
E’= E” u E0 for some E”, E,E RE(Z), where h(E,) = 0, jE”I = R, and 
lE0l = R,. Then h(R) < h(E”) = h(R u R,). Thus h(R) = h(R u R,). Now we 
note that R = (R - R,) u RO, and we have h(R) = h(R - R,). 1 
For relative star height, the corresponding proposition does not hold. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. (1) There exist u regular language R, u finite 
language R,, and a finite class %? of regular languages such that 0 < h,(R, W) 
< 00 but h,(R u R,, U) = co; 
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(2) For any regular language R, any finite language R,, and any 
finite class V of regular languages, tf R, R u R, E %?( ., u, *), then 
h,(R u R,, V G h,(R V; 
(3) There exist a regular language R, a finite language RO, and a 
finite class %? of regular languages such that R, R, E U( ., u, *) and 
h,(R u R,, W < h,(R 9). 
Proof (1) Let C=(O), %‘={O*OO}, R=O*OO, and R,=(O). Then 
h,(R, 5%‘) =O, and h,(Ru R,, %) = co. (2) Assume that R, Ru R,,E 
%(( ., u, *). Then there exists LC A* such that 6(L)= Ru R,. Then for 
each w  E R,, there exists WE L such that w  E 6(W). So there exists a finite 
language L,, c L such that R0 c 6(L,). Let E and E’ be in RE(A) such that 
S(lEl)=R, h(E)=h,(R,%?), IE’I =LO, and h(E’)=O. Then EuE’cRE(A), 
6(IEuE’I)=RuR,, and h(Eu E’) = h,(R, 55’). Thus h,(R u R,,, %‘) < 
h,(R, %‘). (3) We shall present a regular language R, and a finite class Q? of 
regular languages such that R E +?( ., u, *) and h,(R u {I}, %) < h,(R, %?). 
Let Z = {a, b}, and R be any regular language over C with h(R) = 2. 
Let Z’= {a, b, c}. Define R,, R, E (C’)* as follows: R, = CRC and 
R2 = R, u {A}. Clearly h(R,)= h(R,) =2. Let E, be in RE(C) such that 
IE, 1 = R, and h( E, ) = 2. Define a finite class V of regular languages as 
follows: %?= {{a}, {b}, (c}} u {R2} u {IH*I 1 H*EF~~~(E,) and h(H*)= 1). 
It is clear that h,(R,, $7) = 0 and h,(R,, $5’) 6 1. We shall prove that 
h,(R, %?) = 1. Assume the contrary. Then there exists E,, E RE(A) such 
that h(E,,)=O and 6(IE,,I)=R,. Since h(R, ) = 2, it is clear that 
h,(R,, V- {R2}) = 1. Thus e in A appears in E,,, where 6(e) = R,. But 
then for some x, y E (Z’)* with xy # 1, it holds that xR, y c R, c R,. This 
is a contradiction. 1 
The following proposition may be the relative star height version of 
Proposition 3.1, 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let R and %? be as above. Let E be in RE(A) such that 
6( I El ) = R and h(E) = h,(R, V). Then for any finite language L c A*, 
h,(R, u) = U6(IEI u L), WI = h,(d(IEI -L), W. 
Proof Clearly h,(R, %?) < h,(o()EI - L), %7). As in the proof of 
Proposition 3.1, from E, we can obtain E, E RE(A) such that lErl = IEl - L 
and h(E,) = h(E). Thus h,(6( lEl - L), %?) < h,(R, U) and h,(R, U) = 
h,(6( lE1 -L), U). We also note that R = S((lEl u L) - (mn L), and we 
have h,(R, U) = h,(6( IEl u L), %). 1 
The rest of this section will present definitions about paths of regular 
expressions in SRE(A) and two propositions. By Proposition 3.3, we can 
see that h,(R, %?) = h,(6( IEl - {A>), U), where h,(R, %‘a) = h(E). So in the 
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sequel, we consider only regular expressions in SRE(A) in which none of 1 
and 0 appears. However, it may hold that 1 E 6( [El - {A}). 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let E be in SRE(A). 
(1) The length I(E) of E is the number of occurrences of symbols of 
A in E: we do not count the number of occurrences of operation symbols 
such as union (u), or star (*). For convenience of notation, we define r(0) 
and Z(1) by f(@)=I(n)=O; 
(2) p(E) is the set of positions of E, that is, p(E)= { 1,2, . . . . I(E)}. 
Each iep(E) corresponds to the ith position of E from the left; 
(3) Any E’ E Fact(E) is said to occur between i and j, 1~ i <j < I(E), 
iff E’ occurs in E between position i and position j from the left; 
(4) A, is the mapping from p(E) to A such that for each irsp(E), 
AE(i) is the symbol in A which occurs in E at the ith position from the left. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let A = {a, 6) and E = ab u ba*b. Then I(E) = 5, 
p(E)={1,2,3,4,5}, A.(l)=A,(4)=a, and 4,(2)=4,(3)=A,(5)=6. 
ba* E Fact(E) occurs in E between 3 and 4. 
DEFINITION 3.2. For any E E SRE(A ), two sets, ip(E) and fp(E), of 
initial and final positions of E, respectively, are defined inductively as 
follows. 
(1) If E=b for bEA, then ip(E)=fp(E)= (1); 
(2) If E=E,E*, then ip(E)=ip(E,) and fp(E)={/(E,)+iliEfp(E,)}; 
(3) If E=E,uE,, then ip(E)=ip(E,)u {I(E,)+il iEip(E,)}, and 
fpW=fptEl)u {WI)+ i I i~fp(EJ}; 
(4) If E=E:, then ip(E)=ip(E,) and fp(E)=fp(E,). 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let A = {a, b}, and E=abvab*aua*. Then ip(E)= 
{ 1, 3, 6) and fp(E) = (2, 5, 6). 
DEFINITION 3.3. Let EE SRE(A) and E’ c Fact(E). Then i ep(E) is an 
initial position of E’ w.r.t. E ( a final position of E’ w.r.t. E, respectively) 
iff for some j, k rsp(E) with j< i < k, E’ occurs in E between j and k, 
and i=i,+j-1 for some i,Eip(E’) (i=i,+j-1 for some i,efp(E’), 
respectively). 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Let A = {a, b} and E = ba u aab*a. Then 4 is an initial 
position of ab* w.r.t. E. It is also an initial position of a w.r.t. E, and is also 
a final position of aa w.r.t. E. 
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DEFINITION 3.4. Let EgSRE(A). A path P of E is a sequence of 
integers (it, . . . . i,) such that n > 1, ij E p(E), 1~ j 6 n, and for each k, 
1 <k<n- 1, either ik+l=ik+ 1 or ik+l # i, + 1 and for some star factor 
H* E Fact(E), one of the following holds. 
(1) i, and ik+l are a final position of H* w.r.t. E and an initial 
position of H* w.r.t. E, respectively; 
(2) ik<ik+l, ik+l is an initial position of H* w.r.t. E, and for some 
j, i, + , < j < I(E), H* occurs in E between ik + 1 and j. 
The length l(P) of P is n - 1, and a subpath of P is a subsequence 
Cij, ii+ 13 . . . . i,,,) for some j, k, 1 6 j< j+ k < n. in(P) and fn(P) denote il 
and i,, respectively. A, is extended to the set of paths of E by: 
A Ai,, . . . . i,)=A,(i,)...A.(i,)(EA+). 
EXAMPLE 3.4. Let A = (a, b}, and E= ab u ab*a(a u (ab u ba)*b)*a. 
Then some examples of paths of E are (1,2), (4,4,5), and (5,9, 10, 
11,6, 12). Note that by our definition, none of (3,5) and (6, 11) is a path 
of E. 
(9, 10, 11) is a subpath of (5,9, 10, 11, 6), and A,(5,9, 10, 11, 6)=ababa. 
in(5,9, 10, 11)=5, and fn(5, 9, 10, ll)= 11. 
DEFINITION 3.5. Let EE SRE(A) and P = (iI, . . . . i,) be a path of E. Then 
P is a whole path of E iff {i,, . . . . i,} = { 1, 2, . . . . Z(E)}, i, Eip(E), and 
i, E fp( E). 
DEFINITION 3.6. For any integer i 2 1, the integer g,(i) is defined 
inductively as follows, where m = # % = #A. 
(1) g,(l)=2m; 
(2) For i> 1, g,(i)=4.(i- l).(g,(i- 1))2. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. For any integer i> 1, the following hold. 
(1) #{El EESRE(A) and l(E)=i}<g,(i); 
(2) #(E 1 EESRE(A) and l(E)<i}<(g,(i))*. 
Proof (1) The proof is by induction on i. If i = 1, then E is of the 
form: E = b or E = b* for some b E A. So the assertion follows. Now let 
i > 1. We consider three cases. 
Case (1). E is of the form E=E,E,, where l<I(E,), /(E,)<i--1. 
The cardinality of the set of regular expressions of this form < cj; f go(j). 
g,(i- j)< (i- 1). (g,(i- 1))2. 
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Case (2). E is oftheform E=E,uE,, where l<I(E,), 1(E2)<i- 1. 
The cardinality of the set of regular experessions of this form 
< CJI~g0(j)-g,(i-j)<(i-1)~(g,(i-1))2. 
Case (3). E is of the form E= (El)*, where E, is of the form, 
E,=EllE,* or E,=E,,uE,,, and /(El) = i. From Cases (1 ), (2), the 
cardinality of the set of regular expressions of this form ~2. (i- 1). 
kdi- 1))‘. 
From Cases (l), (2), (3), we can see that the assertions hold. 
(2) #{El EESRE(A) and QE)<i},<g,(l)+g,(2)+ ... +g,(i)< 
1+2+ ... +go(i)=(go(i).(go(i)+1)M2d(g,(i))2. I 
DEFINITION 3.7. For any integers i,j> 0, the integer g,(i, j) is defined 
inductively as follows. 
(1) g1a A =A 
(2) For i>O, gl(kj)=j.(go(gl(i- l,j)))2.gl(i- LA. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. For any EE SRE(A) and any w~6(jEI) nC+, there 
exist E, E CSRE(A) and u path P, = (i , , . . . . i,) of E, such that /El1 c 1 El, 
h(E,) < h(E), l(E,) <g,(h(E), I(E)), Pl is a whole path of E,, 
w~6(Ae,(P~)), andfor some x1, . . . . x,EZ+, w=x, “.x,, and x,~@A,(i,)) 
for allj, l<j<n. 
Proof The proof is by induction on h(E). 
Basis. h(E)=O. Then for some Wed+, WE(E[, and WE&W). 
Clearly I( W) 6 Z(E). Let W= b, b, . . . bi, with 6, E A, 1 d j 6 r. There exist a 
sequence of integers (jl, . . . . j,) and x,, . . . . x,EC+ such that (i) 1 <j, < 
j2< ... <jn<r, (ii) w=x~...x,, (iii)x,E6(bG.) for all k, 1 <k<n, and 
(iv) for all k’ E {i,, . . . . i,} - {ill, i,,, . . . . ii.}, I E 6(b,,). Put E, = b,, bi,. . . bhn. 
Then lEll c I WI c IEI, and P, = (1, . . . . n) is a whole path of El, and other 
assertions also hold. 
Inductive step. h(E) > 0. By Proposition 2.4, there exists 
E,ECSRE(A) such that lEoI c /El, WEC?(IEJ), h(E,)<h(E), and 
[(E,) < f(E). Then E, is of the form E, = W, H: W, Hz . . . WpH,* Wp+ , , 
where p 2 1, Wie A*, 1 ,<j<p, and H,f are star expressions, 1 <k <p. 
Since w  E 6( I EJ), w  has a decomposition (x,, y,, x2, y,, ,,., xp, yp, x,, ,) for 
which the following hold. 
(1) Xl9YlT -~,xp,Yp,xp+l EC*; 
(2) w=xlYl~~~x,Y,x,+l; 
(3) Forj= 1, . . ..p+ 1, xj~6(Wj); 
(4) For k= 1, . . . . p, yk~6(lHfl). 
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We define two sets, A and B, as follows. 
A={jl l<j<p+l,andx,#n}; 
B={jl l<j<pandy,#i}. 
By the basis, we know that for each jE A, there exist Wj, E A+ and a 
path P,, of Wjl for which the assertions hold for xj. We consider B. Let 
j E B. By Proposition 2.4, Hi is of the form Hj = H,, u . u HJk where k > 1 
and each Hj, is in CSRE(A), 1 < r < k. Since yj E 6( 1 H,?l ), there exists a 
decomposition of y, (u, , . . . . a,), t > 1, such that v, E 6( 1 Hju,l) n Z+ for some 
u,, 1 d U, < k. By induction, we know that for each r, 1 < r < t, there exist 
Hi E CSRE( A) and a whole path P: of H: such that Z(H:) < 
g,(h(E)- 1, Z(E)), and other assertions hold for u,. Now define the set C 
as follows: C= (H: 1 l<r<t}. By Proposition3.4, #C<(gO(gI(h(E)-1, 
1(E))))‘. Now define the regular expression Hi as follows: H,! = Hi,, u 
Hz,, u . . . u I&,, where C = {Hi,,, . . . . HA,). We note that f(H,‘) < # C. 
max{I(H’) I 1 < r < t} d (g,(g,(h(E) - l,/(E))))’ .g,(h(E) - 1,1(E)). We 
also can see that (Hi)* satisfies the assertions for yj with some whole path 
of (H,‘)*. By concatenating all W,, , i E A, and all (Hi’)*, je B, in the 
obvious order, we can obtain the regular expression E, and a whole path 
P, of E, for which the assertions hold, where we note that the following 
hold. 
1(E,)<I(E).max([(H,!) I jEB) 
d f(E). (g,(g,VdE) - 1,4E))))’ .g,(h(E) - 1, 4~9) 
=g,(NE), QE)). I 
4. ALGORITHMS FOR DECIDING WHETHER OR NOT h,(R,%) 
EQUALS INFINITY OR ZERO 
Throughout this section, let R c C* be regular, w  = (R,, . . . . R,} be a 
finite class of regular languages over C, and A = {b,, . . . . b,} and 6 be as 
in Section 2. z& = (2, &, M,, { s0 ), F, ) is the reduced deterministic 
automaton accepting R, and for each i, 1~ i<m, di= (Z, Qi, M,, 
{si}, Fi) is the reduced deterministic automaton accepting Ri. Without loss 
of generality, we assume that for all i, j, 0 < i-e j< m, Qin Qj= 0. This 
section will present two algorithms for deciding whether or not 
h,(R, %) = cc or 0, respectively. We shall first present an algorithm for 
deciding whether or not h,(R, %) = 00. 
DEFINITION 4.1. JZZ’~ is a finite deterministic automaton (A, Qd , M, , 
{So}, Fd) which satisfies the following. 
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(1) QA=(tcQIforsome W~d*,t=M~(s,,,6(W))}; 
(2) For any t c QA and be A, Md(f, b) = M,(t, 6(b)); 
(3) sA= {so}, and F,,= {~EQ~ 1 tcF,,}. 
Remark 4.1. For any t c Q and any regular language R’ c C*, we can 
effectively obtain M,(t, R’) as in Remark 3.1 of Hashiguchi (1983). Since A 
and Qd are finite, we can effectively construct AZ& from dO and V. 
The following theorem was proved in Hashiguchi (1983). 
THEOREM 4.1. REV(., u, *) iff~?(R(&~))=R. 
The following algorithm holds. 
ALGORITHM 4.1. h,(R, %?) < co iff6(R(dA)) = R. 
Next we shall present an algorithm for deciding whether or not 
h,( R, U) = 0. 
DEFINITION 4.2. B,, = (C, Q’, M’, S’, { qf }, d’) is a D-automaton which 
satisfies the following. 
(1) Q’={q,-)u{(t,q)[ t=M&,,&W)) for some WEA* and 
qEQ, u ... u Q,}, where qf is a new state; 
(2) S’= {({so}, Si) ) i= 1, . . . . m} if~$RandS’={q,)u{({s,},si)~ 
i= 1, . ..) m} otherwise; 
(3) For any (t,q)EQ’with qcQi, 16iQm, and aEL’, the following 
(3.1)-(3.4) hold. 
(3.1) If M,(q, a) = a, then M’((t, q), a) = 0; 
(3.2) If Mi(q, a) # @ and Mi(q, a) $ Fi, then M’((t, q), a) = 
{ (6 Mi(q, a))} and d’((t, q), a, (t, Mi(qv a))) = 0; 
(3.3) If M’(q, a) E Fi and M’(t, Ri) - F# 0, then M’((t, q), a) = 
{(t, Mi(q, a))) u {(Mdt, RJ, sj) Ii= 1, -, m>, d’((t, 41, a, (t, Mi(q, a)))=O, 
and d’((t, q), a, (M,(t, Ri), sj))= 1 forj= 1, . . . . m; 
(3.4) If Mi(q, a)EF, and M(t, Ri)cF, then M’((t, q),a)= {q,i)u 
((6 MAq, a))} u {(Mdt, Rib sj) lj= 1, .-, m>, d’((t, 41, a, (t, Mi(q, a)))=O, 
and d’((t, q), a, qf)=d’((t, q), a, (M,(t, R,),.sj))= 1 forj= 1, . . . . m; 
(4) M’(q/, a) = /zr for all a E Z. 
The following theorem is a direct consequence of Theorem 6.1 in 
Hashiguchi (1983). 
THEOREM 4.2. h,(R, U) = 0 iff R = R(S$,) and D(&Yo) < ZI. 
From this theorem and Theorem 2.5, we have the following algorithm. 
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ALGORITHM 4.2. From -plb and 4, 1 <i <m, we construct the 
D-automaton BO. For any q, q’ E Q’, we obtain the regular language, 
Mq, q’) = {w E L-* I d’(g, w, q’) = O}, and obtain the finite class of regular 
languages L(gO) as follows: L(s?&,) = {R’ 1 R’ = R,(s’, q,-) for some s’ E S} u 
{R;.{a,}.R;.{a,}...{a,}.R:,+,I, (1) n~n,.(n,+1)3’“0’2.2n0(6(n0)2+1, 
where n, = 2#Q’, (2) aiEZ for i= 1, . . . . n, (3) for some qjl, qj2 E Q’, 
1 djGn+ 1, q,,ES 9n+1.2=9f, Rj = R,(qj,, q,T), 1 <j < n + 1, and 
(4) d’(qi2, ai, qi+ ,.,) = 1 for i= 1, . . . . n}. Then it holds that h,(R, U) = 0 iff 
R=U R’E L(&,) R’. 
Theorems 2.5, 4.2 also provide the following algorithm. 
ALGORITHM 4.3. h,(R, %) = 0 iff R = 6( W, u . . . v W,,) for some 
WieA* with l(W,)<n,(n,+ 1) 3(no? . y0(6(no)~ + I), 1 < i < n, where n, = 2”~ 
andn,=2#Qo.(#Q,+ ... + #Q,). 
5. AN ALGORITHM FOR DETERMINING RELATIVE STAR HEIGHT 
Throughout this section, R, % = (R,, . . . . R, >, A = (b,, . . . . b,), 6, &, 
and di, 1 < i < m, are as in Section 4. Let JY be the syntactic monoid of R, 
and a be the canonical morphism from ,Z’* onto .M. Thus for all v, w  E Z*, 
a(v)=a(w) iff (for all x,yfzC*, xvy~ R iff xwy~ R). a is extended to 
a: 2=* -+ 2” in the usual way. So R = a - ‘(-aC,) for some A0 c A. This sec- 
tion will present the main lemma, Theorem 5.1, and an algorithm for deter- 
mining relative star height. We need many definitions. In the sequel, we 
consider only regular expressions in which none of I and fzl 
appears. But for brevity of description, we adopt the following notation: 
E = E, u E2 E3 E4 u ES implies that E is a regular expression in which none 
of A and fzI appears, and very often, our main concern is for E,, and E is 
one of the following form: (1)E=E,uE2E,EquEs, (2)E=E,E,E,uE,, 
(3)E=E,uE,E3E,, (4)E=E,uE,E,uEs, (5)E=E)EquEs,..., or 
E = E3, etc. In the sequel E with subscripts denotes any regular expression 
in SRE(A), H* with subscripts denotes any star expression in SRE(A), W 
with subscripts denotes any word in A*, and b with subscripts denotes any 
symbol in A. 
DEFINITION 5.1. For any EE SRE(A) and any i Ep( E), /?(E, i) is the 
nonnegative integer which is defined inductively as follows. 
(1) If E= E,‘uE,bE,u E4 and i=I(E,)+l(E,)+ 1, then p(E, i)=O; 
(2) If E=E,uE,H*E,uE., and l(E,)+l(E,)+ 1 <i<l(E,)+ 
l(E2)+l(H), then B(E, i)= 1 +/?(H, i-l(E,)-l(E,)). 
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DEFINITION 5.2. For any E E SRE(A), iEp(E) with /?(E, i) L 1, and 
Jo (1,2, . . . . /I(E, i)}, the jth star factor of E containing i is defined 
inductively as follows. 
(1) If E=E,uEZH*E3uEq, I(E,)+I(E,)+l<i<Z(E,)+I(E,)+ 
I(H), and /I(E, i) = 1, then the first star factor of E containing i is H*; 
(2) If E=E,uE,H*E3uE,, I(E,)+QE,)+ 1 <i<Z(E,)+I(E,)+ 
f(H), and /?( E, i) 2 2, then the /?( E, i)th star factor of E containing i is H*, 
and for jE (1, . . . . /?(E, i) - 1 ), the jth star factor of E containing i is the jth 
star factor of H* containing i- (Z(E,) + Z(E,)). 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Let A= {a, 6) and E=baua*((ubua)*ub)*a. Then 
j?(E, 1) = p(E,2) = j?(E, 8) = 0, p(E, 3) = p(E, 7) = 1, and b(E,4) = 
/3(E, 5) = p(E, 6) = 2. The first star factor of E containing 3 is a*, the first 
star factor of E containing 5 is (ub u a)*, the first star factor of E contain- 
ing 7 is ((&~a)* ub)*, and the second star factor of E containing 4 is 
((ub u a)* u b)*. 
DEFINITION 5.3. For any EESRE(A), iep(E), andje (0, 1, . . . . /?(E, i)>, 
y(E, i,j) is defined inductively as follows. 
(1) If E=E,uE,bE,uE., and i=I(E,)+I(E,)+l, thenj=O, and 
Y(& i, 0) = (H&I&l )I, 6); 
(2) If E = E, u E, H*E, u E, and I(,!?,)+QE,)+ 1 <i<l(E,)+ 
f(E,)+I(H), then for Jo (0, 1, . . . . P(E, i)- l}, YE i,.d=y(H, i-4El)- 
4EdA and ~(4 i, PW, i))=(a(4&l)h NH*), a(4lH*l))). 
DEFINITION 5.4. For any EE SRE(A) and i Ed, {(E, i) is defined by 
i(E,i)={(j,~(E,i,j))IOQj~a(E,i)}. 
EXAMPLE 5.2. Let A=(u,b} and E=uubu*(uu(buuu)*)*. Then 
B(E,l)=O, y(E,l,O)=(c@),a), P(E,3)=1, y(E,3,O)=(a(J),a), YE 3, l)= 
(46(b)), 1, a(&a*))), and QE, 3)= ((0, ~(-5 3, O)), (1,14-K 3, l))}, etc. 
From now to Theorem 5.1 below, we consider the case where 
h,(R, %?) < co. 
DEFINITION 5.5. E. is a regular expression in SRE(A) such that 
h( Eo) = h,(R, Q?), and R = 6( / EJ ). 
Remark 5.1. There may exist many regular expressions E. such that 
h(E,,) = h,(R, %) and R = 6( lEoI ), but in the sequel, we consider some fixed 
E,. We also note that at this time, we do not know h(E,) exactly, but we 
can obtain an upper bound of h(E,) which is the cycle rank of the finite 
automaton .QZ’~ in Definition 4.1 by Eggan’s theorem. 
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DEFINITION 5.6. t(E,,) is the set of EECSRE(A) such that 6(1E()cR, 
h(E) < Wo), and W) ~gl(4Eo), Wd), where gl@(Eo), W,)) is the 
integer defined in Definition 3.7. 
By Proposition 3.5, the following proposition holds. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. For any w  E R n C+, there exist E E <(E,) and a path 
P= (iI, . . . . i,) of E such that (1) n >, 1, (2) P is a whole path of E, 
(3) WE&A,(P)), and (4) for some Xi, . . ..x.,E~+, W=X, “‘x, and 
xjE6(dE(ij)) for allj. 
DEFINITION 5.7. q(t(E,), R) is the set {(c(E, i), q) 1 EE&EJ, icp(E) 
and qEQj, where dE(i)=bj, 1 <j<mf. 
h~1~5.1. #r1(5(E,),R)<g3,whereg3=(,($5+,).#(Q,u . ..uQ.,,), 
andg,=(4”& + l).(h(E,)+ 1). 
Proof. Let us first consider the set A = (y(E, i, j) 1 E E {(E,), iep(E) 
and O<j<fi(E,i)}. It is clear that #A~2X”.(h(Eo)+1).2#.X~4X~Y 
(h( E,) + 1). Then we can see that for any E E <(E,,) and i Ep(E), c(E, i) is a 
set of some ordered k elements, 1 <k < h(E,) + 1, from the set A. However, 
this order is unique by each set. Thus # {[(E, i+)if:, ;!!&/+yd i E p(E) > < 
(:“)+(“;‘)+ ... + L(E*)+l A )<( #;&l?‘) G cc4 h(&)l L 1. 
Now the assertion is clear. 1 
DEFINITION 5.8. Fq(t(E,, R) is the set of functions from q(t(E,), R) to 
the set of subsets of q(l(E,), R) x (0, 1, 2, 3). 
The following lemma is clear from Lemma 5.1. 
LEMMA 5.2. #Fr](c(E,), R)<g,, where g4=(24g3)g3= 16(g1)2. 
DEFINITION 5.9. For any f, , f2 E Fq({(E,), R), the function 
fi .f, E Fq(<(E,), R) is defined as follows: for any (u, q)Eq(l(E,), R), 
fi.fi(u, q)= ((u”, q”, c) 1 there exist (u’, q’, c’)~f~(u, q) and C”E (0, 1, 2, 3) 
such that (u”, q”, c”) E~~(u’, q’), and c = max(c’, c”} }. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. For any f,, f2, f3 E Ftl(S(E,), R), f3. (fi .f,) = 
(f3-fd.f,. 
Proof: For any (u,, qd E r1(5Wd, RI and any (u3, q3, cl E r1(5(&), R) x 
(0, 1,2, 3}, it holds that (us, q3, c)~(f~.Cf~.f~))(u,,, qO) iff there exist 
(+, ql, cl), (u2, q2, c2)~~(W0), R)x (0, L2,3} and c30 (0, 1,2,3} such 
that (U,, qi, cl)Efl(uo7 qd, (U2, q2, c2)Ef2b1, ql), (u3, q3, c3)ef3(u2, q2) 
and c=maxh c2,c3) iff (u3, q3,c)E((f3.f2).fi)(ug,qo). I 
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DEFINITION 5.10. Let E E SRE(A ), P = (ir, . . . . i,) be a path of E, and 
WEC*. For any qe Q,,, q’E Q,,, and CE (0, 1, 2, 3}, where AE(il) = bio and 
AE(in) = bj,, 1 <j,, jI <m, P is said to strictly spell w  with (q, q’, c) iff one 
of the following (1 k(3) hold. 
(1) w  = A, n = 1, q = q’, and c = 0; 
(2) WEC+, n= 1, c=O, and q’=M,&q, w); 
(3) WEi?+, n > 2, and there exist ul, . . . . u,-, EZ+ and u, EC* for 
which the following (3.1 b(3.5) hold. 
(3.1) w=u~“‘u,~,u,; 
(3.2) M,,(q, ul)~FjO, Mj,(sj,, u”)=q’, and u,e@A,(i,)) for all k, 
26k<n-1; 
(3.3) c = 1 iff the minimum factor of E containing P is a word 
over A; 
(3.4) c = 2 iff the minimum factor of E containing P is not a word 
over A, and P is contained in some star factor of E; 
(3.5) c = 3 iff the minimum factor of E contaiing P is not a word 
over A, and P is not contained in any star factor of E. 
DEFINITION 5.11. For any w  EC*, f,, is the function in Fq(<(E,,), R) 
such that for any (u, q)eq(t(E,), R), fw(u, q)= {(u’, q’, c) I for some 
EE{(E,J and a path P of E, (l)c(E,in(P))=u and [(E,fn(P))=u’, 
(2) qEQj, and q’EQj,F where A,(in(P)) = b,, and A,(fn(P)) = b,,, 
1 <<j,,j, <m, and (3) P strictly spells w  with (q, q’, c)]. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. (1)For any (u, q)Et1(5(&), 3 f,du,q)= {(u,q,O)}; 
(2)For wf~MWd, Wyf.fA=fl.f=f: 
DEFINITION 5.12. For any ul, . . . . rn EZ*, fc u,l,.,lu nj is the function in 
f'r(Wd, RI which is defined by: f~~,....,o.~ =L;fu.-, ... L,. 
DEFINITION 5.13. Seq(Z*) is the set of sequences of words over C 
u,) such that n > 1 and U,E C* for all i. For any (x,, . . . . x,), 
xi)e(Y1 
‘(x1, . . . . 
, . . . . yj) is the sequence (x,, . . . . xi, 
x,)’ = (x,, . . . . x,), and (x1, . . . . xJi= 
(x 1, ***, x,)i-l . (x1, . . . . xn) for i > 2. 
For presenting the main lemma, we need the following D-automaton 
9 = (Z, Q, M, S, F, d) in which S and F are not specified since they are 
irrelevant for us. 
DEFINITION 5.14. 9 = (C, Q, M, S, F, d) is a D-automaton which is 
defined as follows. 
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(1) Q= {WVW, 4) I WEA *, bEA, 6(b)=Ri, l<j<m, qEQj, 
and for some W,, W, E A*, 6( W, WbW,) c R}; 
(2) For any (t, q)EQ with t=a(G(Wb,)), 1 <i<m, and qEQi, and 
a E z, the following (2.1)-(2.3) hold. 
(2.1) If M,(q, a) = 0, then M((t, q), a) = 0; 
(2.2) If Mi(q,a)#@ and Mi(q,a)$F,, then M((t,q),a)= 
{(t, Mi(q, ~1)) and d((r, q), a, (t, Mi(q, a))) = 0; 
(2.3) If Mi(q, U) # 0 and M,(q, U)E F,, then M((t, q), a)= 
{(t, Mi(q, u))} u ((a(6( Wb;bj)), Sj) 1 1 d j<m, and for some W,, WI E A*, 
J(WoWbibj@‘,) c R}, d((r, 41, a, (6 MAq, a))) = 0, and d((t, 41, a, 
(a(6( Wbibj)), sj)) = 1 for each j, 1 <j< m, which satisfies the above 
condition. 
DEFINITION 5.15. For any WEX*, MdOw is the function from Q to 2Q 
such that for any q E Q, M,,,(q) = {q’ E Q ( d(q, w, q’) = 01. 
Remark 5.2. Since g is O-deterministic, for any w  EC* and qE Q, it 
holds that #M,,,(q) < 1. When M,,,(q) = {q’}, we write M,,,(q) = q’. 
The proof of the following proposition is clear by definition. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. For any W, W’ E A+, qE Qi, q’E Qj, 1 <i, j<m, 
and WEC*, if (a(& WI), q), (N&W’)), q’) E Q, then d((a(4 W), q), w, 
(a(6(W’)),q’))=Oiffi=j,q’=M,(q,w)undforsome W,~d*,a(a(W))= 
a(& W’)) = a(6( W,b,)). 
DEFINITION 5.16. For any w  E C*, the integer Z(w) is defined by, Z(w) = 
#(Q - Mcm(Q, ~1). 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Z(n) = 0 and for any w  E C*, 0 6 Z(w) < #Q. 
LEMMA 5.3. For any x, YE C*, Z(x), Z(y) < Z(xy). 
Proof. We note the following. 
(1) MtidQ, XY) = McmWdQ, xl, Y). Thus # M,,(Q> XY) G 
,gc M,,(Q> xl 
(2) Mcm(Q,x~) = ~~oWfcio(Q,x), Y) = McdQv Y). Thus #M,(Q,xy) 
G # Mcm(Qv Y ). I 
PROPOSITION 5.6. For any x,y, z E LX’*, Z(y) < Z(xyz). 
Proof. By the lemma, Z(y) < Z(xy) < Z(xyz). I 
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PROPOSITION 5.7. For any x, y E C*, if Z(xy) = Z(y), then M&Q, xy) = 
Mc,o(Q> Y). 
Proof Note that M,,( Q, xy ) = MdO( Md,,( Q, x), y) c M,,( Q, y). Thus if 
Z(XY) = Z(Y), then MdO(Q7 XY) = MdO(Q, Y). I 
The following proposition consitutes the base for the inductive proof of 
the main lemma in Section 7. 
PROPOSITION 5.8. Zf Z(w) = 0 for w E C*, then for any q E Q and q’ E 
Mq, WI, d(q, w, q’) < #Q. 
Proof. Assume that Z(w) = 0. By Proposition 5.6, for any prefix x of w, 
Z(x) = 0, i.e., Mdo(Q, x) = Q. Thus for any q E Q, there exists p E Q such that 
q = M,,(p, x). Now let q E Q, q’ E M(q, w) and assume that d(q, w, q’) > 
#Q+ 1. Then there exist x1, . . . . x,+,EC+ and qO,ql, . . . . q,+,EQ 
such that n= #Q, w=x~..~x,+~, qo=q, qn+I=q’, d(qo,xl,q,)+ 
d(q,> x2, qd+ ... +d(q,,x,+I,qn+I)=d(q,w,q’),andforeachi,Odi<n, 
O<d(qi,Xi+l~qi+l). From the above observation, for each qi, 
1~ i < n + 1, there exists pi E Q such that qi = M,,(p,, x1 . .. xi). Since 
n = #Q, there exist i, j, 1 < i<j<n + 1, such that pi=pj. But then qj= 
~dO(Pj~ Xl “‘Xj)=MdO(Pi,xl”‘xj)=M~O(M~O(Pi,X~’.’Xi),Xi+~.”Xj)= 
MdO(qi3 xi+l "' Xjh and d(q;, xi+1 * . . Xj> qj) = 0, a contradiction. 1 
DEFINITION 5.17. = is the equivalence relation over Seq(C*) such 
that for any (x,, . . . . x,), (y,, . . . . yj) E Seq(C*), (x,, . . . . xi) = (yl, . . . . yj) iff 
f~x,,.....~,)=f(Y,.~.,.V,)) Mdox ..-x,=Mdoy,...y,, and a(~, ...x~)=u(Y, ...yj). 
PROPOSITION 5.9. s is a congruence relation. 
Proo? Let (01, -, vi,), (~1, . . . . W,), (x1, . . . . xi,), (~1, . . . . yid) E Seq(C*), and 
assume that (or, . . . . Ui,) E (wr, . . . . wh) and (x,, . . . . x0) - (y,, . . . . y,,). Then 
f~"ldt,.X1 .-x'3J 
M 
=fx,, . "fx,, .f"<, . . .f", =fY4 . . $v, 'fw,, . . .fW,' MdO",...v,xl .“.x,) = 
dOw ,... w12y1...y,4, and ~~(~~~~~u~,~~~-~~~~)=a(w,~~~w~,y~~~~y,). c 
The following lemma is clear by Lemma 5.2 and definition. 
LEMMA 5.4. #.E’*/E <gs, whereg,=g,.(#Q+l)#Q.#d. 
PROPOSITION 5.10. For any x1, x2, . . . . x,, E C*, where g, = (gs)*, there 
exist i,j, 1 < i < j<g6, such that (x,, . . . . xi) - (x,, . . . . xj), and (xi+ ,, . . . . xg6) 
E txj+ 19 ..., xgg)* 
Proof. From Lemma 5.4, we can see that there exist i,, i2, . . . . ig5, 
l<i,<i,< ... <ig5<g6, such that (x1 ,..., xi,)=(xl ,..., xc) for all 
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k, 1 <k <g,. Now we consider the set of sequences of words 
{(Xi, + 1 , .‘.P xg6)j l<k<g,}. There exist n,,n,, l<n,<n,<g,, such that 
(Xiq + 1, . ..1 X&l = (Xi”, + 13 . ..1 XgJ. I 
DEFINITION 5.18. (1) The class of WE( + , C) of (word, + )-expressions 
over C is the smallest class of expressions which satisfies the following. 
(i) UEC is in WE(+, z); 
(ii) If E, and E, are in WE( +, z), then so are E, E, and (El)+. 
(2) For any EEWE(+,~), IE( d enotes the regular language over C 
which is defined by la/ = {u} for a~& lEi&I = (E,J .[&I, and 
JE+J = IEl* - {A}. 
DEFINITION 5.19. For any EE WE( +, C) and k > 1, E(k) denotes the 
word over C which is obtained from E by replacing each occurrence of + 
with k. 
EXAMPLE 5.3. Let C= (0, l}, and E=O(ll)+(O+l)+O. Then IEJ = 
~011(11)*(00*1)(00*1)*0~, and for each k> 1, E(k)=O(ll)k(Okl)kO. 
PROPOSITION 5.11. For any E,, E, E WE( +, C), and k > 1, E, E,(k) = 
E,(k) E,(k)- 
DEFINITION 5.20. For any w  E JC+ with Z(w) > 0, Z(w)-decomposition of 
w, D(w, Z(w)), is a sequence (xi, a,, x2, u2, . . . . x,, a,, x,+,) such that 
(1) w=x,u, . ..x.u,x,+,, (2) for each i, l<i<n+l, x~EC*, and 
Z(xi) < Z(w), and (3) for each j, 1 <j < n, uj E C and Z(xjuj) = Z(w). The 
length of D(w, Z(w)) is n. 
PROPOSITION 5.12. For any w  E C + with Z(w) > 0, D(w, Z(w)) is unique 
and its length is positive. 
DEFINITION 5.21. For any w  E z*, Dee(w) is the set of decompositions 
of w  defined by Dec( w) = {(xi, . . . . x,) I n > 1, xi E .X* for all i, and 
W’Xl . ..x.>. 
DEFINITION 5.22. For any w  E C*, S(w) and S(w, g6) are two decom- 
positions of w  in Dee(w) which are defined as follows. 
(1) If Z(w)=O, then S(w)=S(w,g6)=(w); 
(2) If Z(w)>O, then let D(w, Z(w))= (xi, a,, . . . . x,, a,, x,+,). Then 
~(w)=~(x,)~(~l)~~~~(x,)~(~“)-~(x”+l 9 ) where . is the operation defined 
in Definition 5.13, and S( w, g6) is defined as follows. 
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(2.1) If n<g6, then S(w,g,)=(w); 
(2.2) If kg,<n<(k+l)g, for some k31, then S(w,g,)= 
(WI, w2, . . . . wk+,), where w=w~...w~+~ and for each 4, 1~ i<k, 
Wi~X(i~I)g~+la(i-l)~~+l “‘xig6uig6. 
PROPOSITION 5.13. For any w  E C + with Z(w) > 0, the following holds. 
Let D(~,Z(w))=(x~,u,, . . . . x,, a,,~,,,). Then for any i,j, 1 <i,<j<n, 
S(x,u, . . . XjUj) = S(Xi) . (a,). . . S(Xj) . (a,). 
-DEFINITION 5.23. k0 is the integer defined by, k,=max{Z(E)+ 1, 
#Q + 1 I EE Wo)). 
DEFINITION 5.24. For any w  E.E*, the sequence S(w, g,, E:, k,), the 
(word, + )-expression E,, and the sequence S(E,, k,) are defined 
inductively as follows. 
(1) If Z(w)=O, then S(w,g,, =,k,)=(w), E,=w, and 
Ww kc,) = (w); 
(2) If Z(w)>O, then let D(w, Z(w))=(w,, a,, . . . . x,, a,,,~,,,). 
(2.1) If n-cg,, then S(w,g6, =,k,)=(w), E,=E,,u,E,,u,... 
ExnunExn+,, and Wwy kJ= UL,&J~ al 7 E.&A a,, . . . . E,,(kJ, a,, E,,+,(k,,)); 
(2.2) If IZ = g,, then let i, j be the least integers such that 1~ i < 
j G g6, (Ex,(kJy ~1 9 E,,(koh ~2, -, E,,(M, ai) E (E,,(h), ~1, . . . . E,(kd, aj), 
and (&,+,(kA ai+ I, ...T Exs6(ko), ugg) E (Ex,+,(k,L uj+ 1s -*.T E.xc,(ko), age)- (BY 
Proposition5.10,suchiandjexist.)ThenS(w,g,,~,k,)=((i,j),(x,a,...xiai, 
xi+ 1 ui+ 1 ~~~xjuj,xj+,aj+, 
E.x,+,uj+ 1 ~-.-Ln@xn+,, 
. ..Xg6Ug6))'Ew=ExlU..'.E,,Ui(Ex,+,Ui+,...E,,Uj)+ 
and S(&, kJ = (E,, b&J, ~1, . . . . E,,(h), ui) . 
UL,+,(k,), a;+ 1, --., Ex,(koh uj)"". (E.r,+,(k,), uj+ I 7 ...v &(k,), an, Exn+,(k,)). 
(2.3) If n>g,, then let S(w,g6)=(w,, . . . . w,). Then S(w,g,, C, k,) 
= (St”‘,, g6, =,kJ, s(w,, g,, =,k,), . . . . St++‘,, g,, =, k,)), E,= E,, E,, . . . E,,, 
and Wwp M = WL,, MS WL,, k,) -+%+, k,). 
PROPOSITION 5.14. For any WEC*, S(w), S(w, g,)EDec(w), and 
W,, kJ E D4%(k,)). 
Before presenting the main lemma, Theorem 5.1, and an algorithm for 
determining relative star height, we shall present several properties of the 
congruence relation =, and functions in Fq(r(E,), R), some of which we 
need in the final section. 
No tution. For any fi, f2 E Fq(<(E,), R), fi If2 denotes that for any 
(~9 4) E ~(5U-G)~ R), fi(u, 4) Ifz(u, 9). 
PROPOSITION 5.15. For any x1, . . . . x, E z*, fcx ,,.,,, x.l 3 f,, ...Xn. 
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Proof: The proof is by induction on n. If n = 1, then the assertion is 
trivial. Let n > 1. If one of xi ... x,- i or x, is 1, then the assertion is clear 
by induction and Proposition 5.3. Assume that x, . . .x,_ , , x, # 1. Let 
(u, q) E q(r(E,), R), and consider any (u’, q’, c) of,., .Ju, q). There exist 
EE &E,), and a path P= (iI, . . . . ik) of E such that T(E, il) = u, [(E, ik) = u’, 
and P strictly spells xi . . .x, with (q, q’, c). Then there exist r, 1 < r < k, 
c, , c2 E { 0, 1,2, 3 }, and q” E Qj, 1 <j < m, such that ( 1) dE(ir) = bj, (2) the 
path P, = (iI, . . . . i,) strictly spells x, . . .x,- , with (q, q”, c,), and 
(3) the path P, = (i,, . . . . ik) strictly spells x, with (q”, q’, cz). Moreover the 
following hold. 
(4) c=O iff k= 1 iff ci =c,=O; 
(5) c= 1 iff k> 1, ci, c,< 1, and at least one of ci and c2 equals one; 
(6) c = 2 iff k > 1, c,, c2 < 2, and at least one of c1 and c2 equals two; 
(7) c=3 iff k>l and at least one of ci and c2 equals three. 
Thus c=max(c,, c2}. Now put ui =[(E, i,). Then (ui, q”, C,)E 
fxl...xti-l(u, q), and (u’, q’, c~)E~Ju~, 4”). BY induction, (w, q”, cI)e 
fcx ,,_.... +,)(u~ 41, and by definition, (u’, q’, cl efcx ,....,. ..)(u, 4). I 
PROPOSITION 5.16. For any w E C*, the following hold, 
(1) fscw, ~fS(Edc~) ~fE,vcd; 
(2) If Z(w)>O, aw, Z(w))= (Xl, a,, ..., x,, a,, x,+1), n=g, and 
X n + I = 1, then for any i >, 1, the following hold, where S( w, g,, =, k,) = 
((r0, r,), (wl, w2, wd). 
(2.2) fs~ww fS(WJ) = fs(E,3,kO) = f~S(S,,.ka,)‘.S(E,,,ko) = fE,,W’ 
fk,MEw,,kO,Y~ 
Proof: The proof is by induction on Z(w). If Z(w) = 0, then E, = w, 
S(E,, k,) = (w), and the assertion is trivial. Let Z(w) > 0, and D(w, Z(w)) = 
(XI, a,, a**, x,, 42, x,+1 ). We shall first prove (2). So assume that n = g, and 
x,, i = il. By induction, it holds that fScxnj ~fExkckOj for all k, 1 <k 6 n. 
BY definition, W,,, kJ = (E,,Wd, al9 . . . . E,,oo(ko), a,), W,,, kJ = 
Wx,o+,(h)~ a,+ 1, ...y Ex,,&J9 a,,) and Ww,, kJ = (E,,,+,(kd~ a,,+ 1y . . . . 
E,,(ko), a,). Now we can see easily from the above argument and 
Propositions 5.2, 5.15 that for all i > 1, 
f .s(Wl) =fscx,,. (ai) ‘. -s(x,(J’ hO) ~f&,ual~,a I...., Ex,Oo(kohO) 
=f -f .c%*,k3)  Swv,,ko) cmq.ko)) ’ = .f%,wo)’ f fEw,~koww*(koH~~ 
Similarly (2.2) holds. Now we shall prove (1). We consider three cases. 
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Case (1): n<g,. By induction, it holds that fSCxkJ ~fExkCkO) for all k, 
1< k<n+ 1. Since S(E,, k,)= (E,,(k,), a,, . . . . EJk,), a,, E,,+,(k,)) and 
S(w)=S(x,)~(a,)~~~S(x,)~(u,)~S(x,+,), the assertion holds. 
&se (2): n=g6. Let s(w,g6, =,ko)=((~O,rl), (w,, w2, w3)). From 
the above proof of (2) we can see that fS.x,a ,... x.a.j 2 
f S&,,ko) (S(EW,,kO))'O~ S(E,),kO) = f 
holds that f - f 
s(E,,,ko)'S(E,,,ko)'S(E,,,ko) = fEw,w,w,~ko~. So it 
S(w) - s(x,~,~-~x,o.)~s(x,+,) = fS~E~,.ko~-~S~E~~ko~~~O.S(E,~,ko~.~E,"+,(ko)) 
= fSwco) = fE,cfo,. 
&sf? (3): n>g6. Let s(W,g,)= (WI, . . . . Wk). From Cases (1), (2), We 
have f&,, ~fscE,z.koj 3fE,,ckoj for all i, 1 < i< k. Thus it holds that 
fs(w)=fs(w,).s(w~~.-.s~n.~) fs(E,,,ko).S(E,*,ko)-.-S(E,k,kO) =fsww,kol 3fEwwoP I 
PROPOSITION 5.17. For any u, w  E C* and any k 3 1, the following (1) 
and (2) hold. 
(1) a(w) = c+Uk)), W) = GWW, and MdOw = MdOEwtkj; 
(2) rf MAO” = Mdouw, then MAO” = M~o”,A 
Proof: (2) is clear by definition. We shall prove (1) by induction on 
Z(w). If Z(w) = 0, then E,(k) = w, and the assertion is trivial. Let Z(w) > 0, 
and Ww, Z(w))= (xl, a,, . . . . x,, a,, x,+~ ). By induction, a(xi) = a(E,,(k)), 
z(Xi) = z(E,(k)), and MdOx, = MdOExi(k) for all i, 16 i < n + 1. Now we con- 
sider the case where n =g, and x,, , = 1. (The proof for other cases is 
similar.) Let s(w,g,, =, k,)= ((rO, rl), (w,, w2, w3)). It is easy to see that 
a(Wi) = cr(E,i(k)), Z(w,) = Z(E,,(k)) and M,,,,,, = MdOE+) for all i, 1 < i< 3. 
By definition, E,(k) = E,,(k)(E,,(k))k E,,(k). Now the assertions are clear 
by definition and (2). 1 
DEFINITION 5.25. For any in (0, 1, . . . . # Q }, the integer o1 (i) is defined 
inductively as follows. 
(1) 01(o)= #Q; 
(2) For i>O, ol(i)=4.(#Q+2).g,.(o,(i-l)+l). 
PROPOSITION 5.18. ol(#Q) G 8#o. (#Q + 2)#Q . (g6)#o . #Q < 
(8, + #Q + 2)4’-#Q. 
DEFINITION 5.26. For any in (0, 1, . . . . #Q}, and Jo { 1, 2, . . . . g3}, two 
integers 02(i) and g,( i, j) are defined inductively as follows. 
(1) dO)=k,,.o,(l); 
(2) For in (0, 1, . . . . #Q> andjE (1, 2, . . . . g,], 
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(2.1) g,(i, 1) = ((gO(n,))* + 2)3.(h(Eo)+1), where n, = 4gef4 . 
(h(E,)+ l)“e+*.o*(i- 1); 
(2.2) For 2<j<g,, &(&A = (4. (Wo) + 1). (n* + 2) .g,(i- 1, 
i- 1)) 3(h’Eo)+‘), where n2= (g0(n,))2 andn,=4. (h(E,,)+ l).g,(i- l,j- 1); 
(2.3) For i>O, 0,(i)=4~O+l. (h(E,)+ l)ko+l .g,(i- l,g,). 
PROPOSITION 5.19. For any in (0, 1, . . . . #Q}, o,(i)ao,(i+ 1). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on i. When i = 0, the assertion is clear. 
For i>O, o*(i) > g,(i- 1, 1) > ((4g6+4 . (h(E,)+ 1),6+* . o,(i- l))* + 
2)3’(hcEo)+1) > ((4g6+4. (h(E,)+ l)g6+*. 0~(i))~+2)~.(~(~o)+l) > o,(i+ l), 
where we note that g, > #Q + 2 from Proposition 5.10. 1 
DEFINITION 5.27. Let E be in SRE(A) and P= (iI, . . . . i,) be a path of E. 
Then P is a path of degree zero iff either n = 1 or n > 2 and for any j, 
l<j<n-1, ij+I = ij+ 1 and none of symbols ( , ), and u occurs in E 
between positions ij and ij+ 1. v,(P) is defined by: v,,(P) = max { l(P’) + 1 1 
P’ is a subpath of degree zero of P}. 
EXAMPLE 5.4. Let A = (a, b}, and E = ba u ab*u(ubu u b(ub u a)*)* bu. 
Some examples of paths of degree zero are (1,2), (4), and (6,7). None of 
the paths (3,4) and (9, 10) is of degree zero. vO( 1,2) = 2, v,(6,7,8) = 3, and 
v,(9, 12)= 1, etc. 
Now we shall present the main lemma whose proof will be presented in 
the final section. 
MAIN LEMMA. Let w E C*, EE Wo), (MO, qo), (u,, 4,) E q(Wo), R), 
CE (0, 1,2, 3}, and P, be a path of E. Assume that the following (1) and (2) 
hold. 
(1) W, W,))=u, and l(E, fn(P,))=u,; 
(2) P, strictly spells E,(k,) with (qo, q,, c). 
Then there exist E’ E CSRE(A) and a path P, of E’ for which the following 
(3k(8) hold. 
(3) h(E’)<h(E) and S(lE’l)cR; 
(4) [(E’, in(P,)) = u. and c(E’, fn(P,)) = u,; 
(5) P, strictly spells w  with (qo, ql, c); 
(6) If in(P,)Eip(E), then in(P,)Eip(E’), and if fn(P,)Efp(E), then 
fn(P2) Efp(E’); 
(7) vo(P2) G 01(Z(w)); 
(8) 4E’) G 02Mw)). 
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PROPOSITION 5.20. Let w  E R, E E CSRE(A), and P be a path of E. 
Assume that (l)@IEl)cR, (2)in(P)~ip(E), and fn(P)Efp(E), and (3)P 
strictly spells w  with (si, q, c), where A,Jin(P))= b,, A,(fn(P))= bj and 
q E Fj, 1 < i, j < m. Then there exists E’ E CSRE(A) such that (4) 6( IE’I) c R, 
(5) w~6(1E’I), (6)h(E’)<h(E), (7)v(E’)=v,(P), and (8)1(E’)<l(E). 
Proof. We consider two cases. 
Case (1): h(E)=O. Then EEA+, A&P) = E, and assertion is clear. 
Case (2): h(E)>O. Then E is of the form E= W,H:W,H:... 
WA,* Wn,,. Since P is a path of E and (2) and (3) hold, there exist 
Xl, ‘..Y x,+ I EC* and y,,...,y,,~C+ such that (i)w=xlyl...Xnynxn+l, 
(ii)xiE6(WJ and xi=,I iff Wi=l for all i, l<i<n+l, and 
(3) y,~6(1H,?I)nC+ for all j, 1 <j<n. For each H: and yj, 1 <j<n, we 
can obtain the corresponding star expression (H,‘)* and a path P, of (Hi)* 
as in the proof of Proposition 3.5 such that Pi is a whole path of (HJ)*, and 
Pj strictly spells y,, where it also holds that v(H;) = v,(P,), h(H;) < h(H,), 
[HiI c IHjl, and Z(H,I)<l(Hj). Now we put E’= W,(H;)* W,(H;)* . . . 
wlsw* WI?,,, Then the assertion is clear. m 
From the main lemma and Proposition 5.20, we have the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let R, $9, A, 6, $I’, and g, be as above, and assume that 
h,( R, 59) < co. Then there exists E E SRE( A) for which the following (l)-(3) 
hold. 
(1) &IEI)=R 
(2) h(E) =&CR, W; 
(3) v(E)<o,(#Q,<(g,+ #Q+2)4+Q. 
Proo$ Assume that h,(R, U) < co. Then there exists E0 E SRE(A) such 
that 6( lE0l ) = R and h,(R, %) = h(E,). <(EO) is defined as in Definition 5.6. 
Consider any w  E R n C+. Since (w(w) = cr(E,(k,)), E,(k,) E R. By 
Proposition 5.1, there exist EE @E,) and a path P = (iI, . . . . i,) of E such 
that (i) P is a whole path of E, (ii) E,(k,) E @A,(P)), and (iii) for some 
Xl, .**, X,EP, w=xr...x,, and xj~6(A,(ij)) for all j, 1~ j<n. By the 
main lemma and Proposition 5.20, we can see that there exists 
E(w)oCSRE(A) such that @lE(w)l)cR, WE~(IE(W)I), h(E(w))<h(E,), 
W(w)) G o,U(w)) G olt # Q), and W(w)) G 02Vtw)) < 02t #Q). By 
Proposition 3.4, the set {E(w) I w  E R n Zc+ > is finite. Now we put 
E’ = El0 u E, u . . . u E,, where E,,-,=l if PER, E,,=@ if n$R, 
and (E,, . . . . E,}= (E(w) I wERnC+}. Then h(E’)=h(E,)=h,(R,%), 
&IE’l)=R, and v(E’)<o,(#Q)<(g,+ #Q+2)“‘“O. 1 
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DEFINITION 5.28. g,(R, V) denotes the integer obtained from 
(g, + #Q + 2)4. #Q by replacing each occurrence of h(&) in g, with r(~&). 
From Algorithms 4.1, 4.2 and Theorem 5.1, we obtain the following 
algorithm for determining relative star height. 
ALGORITHM 5.1. Let R, 9?:, A, and 6 be as above. 
1. By Algorithm 4.1, decide whether or not h,(R, V)= co. If 
h,(R, %7) < co, then proceed to 2. 
2. By Algorthm 4.2, decide whether or not h,(R, 55’) =O. If 
h,(R, 55’) > 0, then proceed to 3. 
3. Calculate g,(R, 59) and obtain the following finite class WI of 
regular languages over C:~~=~u{Is(((W,...W,)*I)l n>l, Wi~A+ and 
Z(Wi)dg,(R,%?)for alli}. 
Recursively, determine h,( R, %‘, ). Then put h,( R, V) = h,( R, VI ) + 1. 
Proof of the correctness of Algorithm 5.1. When h,(R, %?) = co or 
h,(R, 69) = 0, the algorithm is clearly correct. Assume that 0 < h,(R, U) < co. 
By definition, %‘I is clearly finite, and we can effectively obtain %?, 
from R and V. Thus it will s&lice to show that h,(R, U)= h,(R, w,)+ 1. 
Let%?,=9?u%‘,where%?={R ,,..., R,},%?‘={6(I(W,u.~* uW,,)*()(n>l, 
WjeA+ and I(W,)<g,(R,%) for alli}={IH:l,...,IH,*l}, A,=AuA’, 
where A= {b,, . . . . b,}, A’= {c,, . . . . ce}, and 6, is the substitution from 24r 
to 2=* such that S,(b,)= Ri, 1 <<<mm, and 6,(c,)= IZIFI, 1 <j<e. 
We note that for each IH,?j, 1 < j < e, there exists K;” E SRE(A ) such that 
h(KT)= 1, v(KF)dg,(R, %‘), and S(lK,*l)= IH;“I. 
Proof of h,( R, G9,) + 1 b h,(R, %). Since V, =I %7, it is clear that 
h,(R, gI) < co. There exists E, E SRE(A,) such that h(E,)= h,(R, WI) and 
o,(lE,l)= R. From E,, we obtain E0 E SRE(A) by replacing each 
occurrence of cj in E, , 1 6 j< e, with the corresponding K,?. Then it is 
clear that S(IEOl) = R, and h(E,) d h(E,) + 1. Thus h,(R, %) < h(E,,) < 
h,(R $) + 1. 
Proof of h,(R, %?) > h,(R, q,) + 1. There exists E, E SRE(A) such that 
6( I E,J) = R, and h(E,) = h,(R, ‘Z). By Theorem 5.1, we may assume that 
v(E,)i(g,+ #Q+2)4.#Q<gg (R, U). Consider any star factor K* of & 
with h(K*)= 1. Clearly 6(jK*I)~g’. So for some CGA’, 8,(c)=&lK*I). By 
replacing each occurrence of K* in E,, with the corresponding CE A’, we 
obtain E,eSRE(A,) such that 6,(IE,()=R and h(E,)<h(E,,)-1. Thus 
h,(R,~)=h(E,)~h(E,)+l~h,(R,~~)+l. I 
Theorem 5.1 also gives an upper bound of the minimum length of 
E E SRE(A) such that 6( [El) = R and h(E) = h,(R, %?). 
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DEFINITION 5.29. Let R, V, d, and 6 be as above. For each 
iE (0, 1, . . . . r(5111,)>, we define the finite class Vi of regular languages over ,? 
and two integers gg(i) and glO(i) inductively as follows. 
(1) For i=O, 
(1.1) VO=W; 
(1.2) g,(O) = 1; 
(1.3) g,o(0)=g,(R,ER).(#~++))gscR,~)+‘; 
(2) For i>O, 
(2.1) %j = Vi- * U {(L, U 
(%du 
... uL,)* I n > 1 and LjcWii-, u 
... u (Wi- ,)gs(R,q-l) for allj}; 
(2.2) gg(i)=g,(i-l).g,(R,~i-,).(#~i_,+l)R*(R,~l-l)+l; 
(2.3) g,,(i) =gg(i) .g,(R, pi) ’ (#pi+ l)‘e’R,R’+ ‘. 
PROPOSITION 5.21. For any in (0, 1, . . . . r(dA) - 11, g,(i+ 1) =g,,(i). 
THEOREM 5.2. Let R, @, A, and 6 be as above, and assume that 
h,(R, U)< co. Then there exists EeSRE(d) such that S(lEl) = R, 
h(E) = h,(R, GQ, and 4-E) Q sld&@,l). 
Proof. By Theorem 5.1, Definition 5.28, and Algorithm 5.1, we can see 
that RE% ,(,,,(u, .), where for any finite class V’ of regular languages over 
2; W(u, .) is the closure of WV ((A), @> under the operations, union 
(u) and concatenation ( .). Thus it will suffice to prove the following (1) 
and (2) by induction on in (0, 1, . . . . r(dA)}. 
(I) For any LEViT there exists EESRE(~) such that &IE])=L, 
h(E) < i and f(E) <g,(i); 
(2) For any LE~~(u, e), there exists EE: SRE(d) such that 
6((E/)=L, h(E),<i, and l(E)<g,,(i). 
Proof of (1) and (2): Base. i= 0. (1) is obvious. (2) Assume that 
L E WO(u, .). By Theorem 5.1, there exists EE SRE(d) such that @/El) = L, 
and E is of the form: E= W, u . . v W, for some n> 1 and Wie A*, 
where I( Wi) < gs( R, Q?) for all i. Then 
I(E)=I(W,)+ .a. +1(W,,) 
<(#%)+2.(#%?)2+ .a. +g,(R,%?).(#%)g8(R~w) 
<g,(R,%Q.(#V+(#V)2+ ..’ +(#%)gS(R,Y)+L, 
<g,(R, V). (#% + 1 )g8(R*(g)+ ’
= g,cdO), 
where we note that for any j> 1, # ( W 1 WE Nj = (#q?)‘. 
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Inductive step. i > 0. For each jE (0, 1, . . . . i}, let Aj be an alphabet 
such that # Aj = # gj and Sj be the corresponding substitution from 24T to 
2=*. Thus A, = A and 6, = 6. 
(1) Assume that L E ‘GCj. Then either L E g,-, or there exists 
E, ESRE(A~_ ,) such that dj- ,(lE1j)= L, and E, is of the form 
E, = (W,u ... u IV,)* for some na 1, and Wk~A:-I, where 
I( IV,) <g,(R, %7+ 1) for all k. From E,, we obtain EE SRE(A) by replacing 
each CE Ai-, with the corresponding regular expression E, E SRE(A), 
where by induction /(EC) <g,(i- 1). When L E ‘%‘-, , then the assertion 
holds by induction. Otherwise we have 
where the last inequality follows as in the base. 
(2) Assume that L E gi(u, .). By Theorem 5.1, there exists 
E, E SRE(A,) such that Si( lE1l) = L, and El is of the form 
E, = W, u . . u W,, for some n 2 1 and W, E A,, where I( W,) < g,(R, g.) 
for all k. As in (l), we can see that there exists E E SRE(A) such 
that S(lEl) = L, h(E)< i and f(E)dg,(i).(I( W,) + ... +/( W,))<gg,(i). 
g8(R,Wi).(#Wi+ l)g*(R*VI)+l=glO(i). 1 
Remark 5.3. Theorem 5.2 gives an alternative algorithm for determin- 
ing relative star height since we can construct all finitely many regular 
expressions E over A such that Z(E)<g,,(r(&~)) as in the proof of 
Proposition 3.4, decide whether or not 6( 1 EJ) = R, and determine h(E). 
However, Algorithm 5.1 is clearly more systematic than this algorithm. 
Remark 5.4. In Algorithm 5.1, we can also obtain EE SRE(d) such 
that 6( [El ) = R and h(E) = h,(R, %‘). This can be seen as in the proof of 
Theorem 5.2. 
Remark 5.5. From the main lemma, it is clear that h,(R, %) = 0 iff 
R=UlV,L. 6(W), where L=(WEA* I S(W)cR and I(W)<g,(R,%)}. 
Moreover in Delinition 5.14, if we define the set S of initial sets 
and the set F of final sets of .G? as S = {(cr(b(bi)), si) ) 1 < i < m} and 
F= {(a(& Wbi)), q) I WE A *, S(Wbi)cR, l<i<m, and qeFi}, then we 
can see easily that h,(R, G9) < co iff R - {A} = R(W) - {A}. Thus from the 
main lemma, we can obtain an algorithm for determining relative star 
height without depending on Algorithms 4.1, 4.2, where we note that if 
h,(R, %?) < co, then we can obtain E E SRE(A) with 6( JE( ) = R, and an 
upper bound h(E) of h,(R, 55’). 
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6. ALGORITHMS FOR DETERMINING STAR HEIGHT 
This section will present two algorithms for determining star height. 
Throughout this section, let R c C* be regular, & = (C, QO, M,,, S,,, FO) 
be the deterministic reduced automaton accepting R, and .M be the syntac- 
tic monoid of R. The following theorem was proved in Hashiguchi (1982B). 
THEOREM 6.1. Let R and &Z be as above, Then there exists EE SRE(C) 
such that (El = R, h(E) = h(R), and v(E) < 16 .n. (n + 2). (h(R) .n . 
(n+2)+1), where n= #A. 
We have the following algorithm for determining star height whose effec- 
tiveness and correctness are clear from Theorem 6.1 and Algorithm 5.1. 
ALGORITHM 6.1. Let R, J$,, and J# be as above. 
1. If R is finite, then put h(R) = 0. Otherwise proceed to 2. 
2. Calculate the integer g= 16.n.(n+2).(r(~z&).n.(n+2)+ l), 
where n = #.A?. Obtain the finite class G?? of regular languages over .I5 
as follows: V = {(a} 1 a fz C} u (I(w, u .*. u wp)*l I p > 1, w,EC+ and 
l(wi) <g for all i>. By Algorithm 5.1, determine h,(R, U). Put h(R) = 
h,(R, U) + 1. 
We also have the following algorithm for determining star height. But 
Algorithm 6.1 may be more systematic than the following. 
ALGORITHM 6.2. Let R be as above. By Algorithm 5.1, determine 
h,(R, U), where 59 = ( (a} ) a EC}. Put h(R) = h,(R, %?). 
7. PROOF OF THE MAIN LEMMA 
This section will present the proof of the main lemma. The notations and 
the definitions denote the same nottions as those in Section 5. We shall 
present a method for constructing E’ and P2 in the main lemma from E 
and P, by induction on f(w). To do this, we need four more propositions 
(Propositions 7.1-7.4). The proof of the main lemma will begin after the 
end of the proof of Proposition 7.4. 
DEFINITION 7.1. Let E E SRE(d) and P, = (iI, . . . . i,) and P, = (jI, . . . . j,) 
be two paths of E such that i, =jI. Then P, . P, denotes the path 
(i 1p .-, inA -,ir). 
DEFINITION 7.2. The symbol 0 denotes the binary operation over A+ 
such that for any W, , W, E A +, 
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(1) W10W2= W,obW,,ifW,= W,,,band W,=bW,,forsomebEA 
and WIO, W,,E A*; 
(2) W, 0 W, is undefined otherwise. 
~cHQSITION 7.1. Let 0, w E z*, (~0, qo), (u,, q,), (~2, q2) E dt(Eo), R), 
cl, c2 E (0, 1,2, 3}, and assume that there exist E,, E2 E CSRE(A) and two 
paths P, and Pz of E, and E2, respectively, such that ( 1) 6( 1 E, I), 
&lEA)cR (2) WI, in(P,))=u,, WI, fnV’,))=W2, in(P,))=u, and 
i(E2, fn(P,))= u2, (3) P, srrictly spells u with (qo, ql, cl), and (4) P, strictly 
spells w with (q,, q2, c2). Then there exist E, E CSRE(A) and a path P3 of E, 
such that (5) 4lEJ)=R (6) Wd =max(W,), W2)}, (7) WA, in(Pd) 
= u. and i(E,, fn(P,)) = u2, (8) I(P3) = I(P,) + I(P,), (9) P, strictly spells uw 
with (sol q2, max{c,, c2>), (10) vo(P3)~vo(PI)+vo(~2), and (11) 4E,)< 
2.(max(h(E,),h(E2))+1).(f(E,)+I(E,))~4.(max(h(E,), h(E,)}+l). 
max{bU 4&)). 
ProoJ Assume that the conditions hold. We consider eight cases. 
Case (1): c1 =O. In this case, l(P,) =O, and we put E, = E, and 
P, = P,. Then l(P,)= I(P,)+ QP,), and (5~(8) clearly hold. Moreover P, 
strictly spells uw with (qo, q2, cz), and (lo)-(11) hold. 
Case (2): c2 = 0. In this case, l(P,) =O, and we put E3 = E, and 
P, = P, . As in Case (1 ), the assertions are clear. 
Case (3): c1 = 1 and c,> 1. We consider two subcases. 
Case (3.1): fl(E,, fn(P,))=O. Then E, and E2 are of the form 
E, = E,obE,, and Ez = Ezo bE,, , where b E A, fn(P,) = I(E,,b), and 
in(Pz)=I(E,,b). Then we put E3 = ElobE2, and PX= P, -Pi, where 
P, = (i,, . . . . i,), Pi = (j,, . . . . j,), and j, = i, - I(E,,) + I(E,,) for all k, 
1 Q k Q n. Then the assertions are clear. 
Case (3.2): fl(E,, fn(P,))a 1. Then E, and Ez are of the form 
E, = E,,H:Elz and E2= E20H:E22r where /(El,)+ 1 <fn(P,)<I(E,,H:), 
and l(E,,) + 1 < in(P,) < I(E,,H:). Let Hfo and Hto be the first star factors 
of E, and E, which contain positions fn(P,) and in(PJ, respectively. Then 
H:, and Hfo are of the form Hr,= (Ella u ElllbEl12 u El13)* and 
Hz0 = (Ez10 u Ezll bE2,2 u Ez13)*, where each b occurs at positions fn(P,) 
and in(P,), respectively. Since [(E,,fn(P,))=[(E,,in(P,)), a(8(IEl111))= 
a(6(IEzl,l)). Since cl= 1, I(E,,,b)>l(P,)+ 1. Define Hfo as follows: 
H:o = (Ei,,bEm u H,)*. Since a(~(IE,,tbE2,21))=a(~(IE,,,bE,,,0), 
a(6( IH:ol)) = a(6( 1 H,*,J)). We replace Hg with H:, in E, to obtain E3. 
Then it is easy to see that there exists a path P, in E3 for which the 
assertions hold. 
Case (4): c1 2 1 and c2 = 1. In this case, if Jl(E,, fn(P,)) = 0, then we 
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can prove the assertions as in Case (3.1), and if /?(E,, fn(P,)) 2 1, then we 
can prove the assertions as in Case (3.2). 
Case (5): cl = c2 = 2. Let H: and Hf be the maximum star factors 
of El and E, that contain P, and P,, respectively. Since c, = c2 = 2, such 
H: and Hz* exist. Let H: and H; be the nth star factors of E, and E2 
containing fn(P,) and in(P,), respectively. Thus n = P(E,, fn(P,)) = 
/I(E2, in(P,)) since [(E,, fn(P,)) = [(E,, in(P2)). For each k, 1 <k < n, we 
define the star expression G*k inductively as follows. 
(i) Let CT, and GT2 be the first star factors of E, and E2 containing 
fn( PI) and in( P2), respectively. G:, and G:, are of the form Gy, = (E,,, u 
El12bEl13 u ElIA)* and Gf2 = (E121 v E,,,bE,,, u E,,,)*, where each b 
corresponds to positions fn(P,) and in(P2) in E, and E,, respectively. Since 
i(E17 W’,)) = W2, iW2)), it follows that a(8(IEl121))= a(S(IE1221)), 
a(S(lGf,l)) = a(S(lGQ)), and h(G?,) = h(G:,). Define CT as follows: 
Gf = (G,, u G12 u E,,,bE,,,)*. Then it holds that h(G:) =h(G:,), jGT,l u 
IGLI = lG+L a(G(IG:l))=a(G(GT,I)), and 1(G:)~2.(1(El)+1(E2)). 
(ii) Let Gzl and G& b e t e t s ar ac ors of E, and E2 contain- h k h t f t 
ing fn(P,) and in(P*), respectively, where 1 < k < n. Then G,*, and Gz2 are 
of the form G*k, = (E,,, u Ek12Gz- lI Ek13 u Ek14)*, and Gk: = (Ekzl u 
EkZ2Gz- 12Ek23 u E&*, where G,t- ,, and Gz- 12 are the (k - 1)th star 
factors of E, and E2 containing fn( P, ) and in(P2), respectively. Define 
Gz as follows: Gz = (Gkl u Gk2 u Ek,2Gz-I Ek2))*. Then it holds that 
~(Gi!)=NGi)~ IGil u IGk*l =IGX a(G(IG,*l))=a(6(lGk*11)), and 4G)6 
2 .(I(E,)+/(E,)) + I(G,*-,). By induction on k, we can see that I(G,*)< 
2 . k . (I( E,) + I( E2)). So we defined G:, . . . . G,* . Now in E, , we replace H: 
with G,* to obtain E,. Then we can see easily that I(E,) < Z(E,) + I(G,*) 6 
I(E,)+2~h(E,)~(I(E,)+I(E2))62~(h(El)+ l).(I(E,)+I(E,)), and there 
exists a path P, in E, for which the other assertions hold. 
Case (6): cl = 2 and c2 = 3. Let Hr be the maximum star factor of 
E, that contains P, _ Such H: exists because c, = 2. Then E, is of the form 
E,=El,H~E12. Since i(E,,fn(P,))=[(E,,in(P,)), E, is of the form 
E2 = E2, Hz E22, where Hz is the maximum star factor of E2 that contains 
in(P,). Since c2 = 3, fn(P,) > I(E,, Hz) + 1. Let P, = (i,, . . . . i,). There exist 
no, 1 <n,<n- l,j, kE (1, . . . . m), q’E&, wl, w*EE*, and aEZ such that 
(i) w  = w1uw2, (ii) i,, is a final position of H: w.r.t. E,, (iii) i,, 1 is an 
initial position of E,, w.r.t. E,, (iv) dm(‘,J = bj and dE2(ino+ ,) = b,, (v) the 
path P2, = (i, , . . . . i,,) strictly spells w, with (ql, q’, 2), (vi) Mj(q’, U)E Fj, 
and (vii) the path Pz2 = (in,+ 1, . . . . i,) strictly spells w2 with (sk, q2, c’), 
where c’ d 3. As in Case (5), from Hf’ and H:, we can construct G:, , where 
n, =B(E,, fn(P,))=P(E,, in(P,)). Then we define E, as follows: E, = 
E, I G,: E22. Then I(E,)~I(E,)+I(E,)+I(G,:)~2.(h(E,)+ l).(I(E,)+ 
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I(&)), where the last inequality follows from Case (5). Now it is easy to see 
that there exists a path P3 in E, for which the assertions hold. 
Case (7): c1 =3 and c,=2. As in Case (6), we can prove the 
assertions. 
Case (8): ci = c2 = 3. We consider two subcases. 
Case (8.1): b(E,, fn(P,))=O. Then E, and E, are of the form 
E, = E,, bE,, and E, = Ezl bE,,, where fn(P,) = l(E,, 6) and in(Pz) = 
l(E2, b). We define E, as follows: E3 = E,, bE,,. The assertions are clear. 
Case (8.2): /?(E,, fn(P,))> 1. In this case, E, and E2 are of the 
form E, = E,, H: EIz and E, = E,, HTE,,, where H: and H; are the 
maximum star factors of E, and E, that contain fn(P,) and in(P,), respec- 
tively. As in Case (6), we can construct G,* from H: and H:, where 
n = /?(E,, fn(P,)), and define E, as follows: E3 = EI1 G,* Ezz. The assertions 
hold as in Case (6). 1 
PROPOSITION 7.2. Let n 2 1, wI, . . . . w,EC+, (u,, qo), (u,, q,), . . . . 
(um qn) E v(Woh RI, c,, . . . . c, E (2, 3}, and assume that there exist 
E 19 *.., E,, E CSRE(A) and n paths P,, . . . . P, of E,, . . . . and E,, respectively, 
such that for all i, 1 < i < n, the following hold. 
(1) J(IEil)cR 
(2) <(Ei, in(P,)) = ui- i and c(Ei, fn(P,)) = ui; 
(3) Pi strictly spells wi with (qi- 1, qi, ci). 
Then there exist E E CSRE(A) and a path P of E for which the following 
hold. 
(4) 6(jEI)cR, and h(E)<max{h(Ei) 11 <i<n}; 
(5) [(E, in(P)) = u. and [(E, fn(P)) = u,; 
(6) P strictly spells w, . . . w, with (qo, q,,, max{ci I 16 i<n}); 
(7) vo(P)<2.max{vo(Pi) I 1 <i<n}; 
(8) l(E) < 4”-’ . (max{h(Ei) I 1 < i < n} + l)n-’ . max{l(E,) I 
1 <i<n}. 
Proof: The proof is by induction on n. When n = 1, the assertions are 
trivial, and when n = 2, the asertions are clear from Proposition 7.1. Let 
n 3 3. By the inductive hypothesis, there exist E’ E CSRE(A) and a path P’ 
of E’ for which the assertions hold for wi . . . w,- i. Now consider the 
maximal word factor WE A + of E’ that contains fn(P’). Then W is of the 
form W = W, b W,, where b corresponds to position fn(P’). Because 
c, _ i > 2, and by construction, it holds that I( W, b) < v,(P, _ i). Thus, as in 
the proof of Proposition 7.1, we can construct from E’, P’, E,, and P,, a 
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regular expression E E CSRE(A ) and a path P of E for which (4k(7) hold. 
Moreover by induction and Proposition 7.1, we have 
I(E)<4.(max{h(Ej) 1 1 <i<n} + 1) 
.max{I(E,), 4”-‘.(max{h(E,) 1 1 <jGn- l} + l)n-2 
.max{l(E,) / 1 <j<n- 1)) 
<4”-‘.(max{h(Ei)I l<i<n}+l)“-’ 
.max{Z(E,) 1 16idn). 1 
PROPOSITION 7.3. Let n 3 1, wlo, wI1, wzo, wzl, . . . . wno, wnl E C+, 
Cl02 Cl1 7 ...? CT209 Cd E (0, 119 and (403 q,o), (u,,, 411), (~20,420), (~21, q2,), . . . . 
(%I07 qno), (&lI, 4nlh (%+ 10, qn+ 1o) c q(r(E,), R). Assume that fir each i, 
1 d i< n, there exist Eio, Ei, E CSRE(A) and two paths Pi0 and Pi1 of Ejo and 
Eil, respectively, such that (1) S(lE,ol), 6(&l) c R, (2) C(E,, in(PiO))=uio, 
i(Eio, fn(Pio))=i(Ei1, in(Pi1))=uil, and l(Ei1, fn(Pi1))=ui+ 10, and 
(3) Pi0 strictly spells wio with (qio, qil, cio) and Pi, strictly spells wil with 
(clil) 4i+ 10, cil). Moreover assume that the following (4) holds. 
(4) For each i, 1 <idn, (o~(G(A,,,(P,~)~A.,,(P,,)~ ... oA,(Pio)))v 
4il)EMdO(Q, w10w11w20w21~~~wiO)~ 
Then there exist E E CSRE(A) and a path P of degree zero of E such that 
the following (5)-(9) hold. 
(5) &lEI)cR and W)Gmax{h(E,o), W,,)}; 
(6) UK in(P)) = ulo and W, fn(P)) = u,, lo; 
(7) w  < 2 (#Q + 1). maX(l(Pio) + 1, l(P,l) + 1 1 1 di<n}; 
(8) P strictly spells w = wlow,, w20w21 . . . w,~w,~ with (qIo, qn+lo, 
max{cio, cil I 16 i<n}); 
(9) I(E) <I(E,,) + I(&,) + I(P) + 1. 
Proof If cio = cil = 0 fo all i, 1 < i < n, then I( Pie) = l(P,,) = 0 for all i, 
1 d i<n, and PI0 strictly spells w  with (qIo, q,,+ io, 0), and the assertions 
hold. So we assume that max{cio, cil ( 1 < i<n} = 1. Now for each i, 
1 <i,<n, we put ti=a(6(A,,,(P,,)~A.,,(P,,)~ ... oA,,(P,))). We define 
the sequence of integers, j, ,j2, . . . . j,,, 1 = jr <j, < . . . ~j,,~ < n, inductively 
as follows. 
(10) j, = 1; 
(11) For i>l, let kipl be the largest integer such that 
jj-l<kjpldn, and d((tj,-,,qj~-,*h Wj,-~~Wj,-~+~oWj,-~+~~~~~w~~_~~, 
(tk ,-,, qk,+,l)) =O, where ki-, =jiel if such ki-, >ji- I does not exist. If 
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ki- r = n, then n, = i- 1, and the procedure ends. Otherwise put 
ji = ki-, + 1, and repeat the procedure. The following claim holds. 
CLAIM. nod #Q. 
Proof: Assume that no > #Q. By (4), for each ji, 1 < i < no, there exists 
(tl, q:)E Q such that (tj,, qj,r)=M,o((tI, qj), ~~~~~~ ... w~,~). Since no> #Q, 
there exist i,, i,, 1 < i, < i, <no, such that (t;,,, q;J = (t:,, q:,). But then 
(?j,,, qj,,l) = MdO((ci17 4:1)9 wlOwll “‘wj,,O) = MdO(“dO((ti,9 4ioh wlOwll ..’ 
wj,oO), wj,ol ’ ’ . Wj,,o) = Mdo((tj,,, qj,,l )T Wj,,,l . . wjtlo), which is a contradiction to 
d((cho3 q&l)? wizol ” ’ wjslo, (t,,,, qj,,,)) > 0. 1 
Proof of Proposition 7.3 (Continued). From the sequence of integers, 
11 9 . . . . we define the word WE A+ as follows: W= A.,,(P,,) o 
A ,,-CFjz-,.~I o AE,20(Pj20b ... ~AE,~~-~,~(P~~,-I,~) o AE, ,(PjmOo). 
Let W = bk, bk2 . . bk.l, where n,> 1 and b,,EA, 1 <“!$n,. We can see 
easily that the following (12t(14) hold. 
(12) a(h(W)) = ~(~(A.,,#‘,,) 0 AE,,(Pu) 0 A&Pm) 0 A.,,(P,,) 
0 ... 4fi,U’,o))); 
(13) The path P’= (1, 2, . . . . n,) of W strictly spells w’ = 
w1ow11w2ow21 “‘WI!0 with (qlo, qnl, c’) for some C’E (0, 1); 
(14) n,~2~no~max{l(Pio)+1,1(P,,)+1 1 l<i<n} 
<2. #Q.max(l(Pio)+ 1, [(PiI)+ 1 1 1 <i<n}. 
Now we consider two cases. 
Case (1): P(E,,, in(Plo)) = 0. Since cio, ci, < 1 for all i, 1 d i < n, it 
follows that /?(Ejnp, fn(Pjmoo)) = 0. So E,, and Ejnoo are of the form 
E,o = E,oobE,ol and Ej”,,o = Ejqmb’Ejn,,ol 3 where b and b’ correspond to 
positions in(P,,) and fn(PjnO,), respectively. We define E’ as follows 
E’= E,, WEjnOo, . Then h(E’)<max{h(E,,), II(E~~~~,)}. For each i, 1 GiGno, 
Ej,, is of the form E,,, = E,,,bj E,,, , where bj corresponds to position 
fn(Pj,,). By induction on i, 1 6 i < no, we can see that C((6( IE,,bil)) = 
a(~(IEldE,,(P~o) 0 AE,~-,,,(~,~-I,I) 0 A~,,oCPj~b *.. ~A~,,-,,~(Pj,-l,l) o 
A~j,,(Pj,o)I 1). 
Thus a(6(IE,,WI))=a(6(IEj~Omb’l)). So d(IE’()cR. Moreover the 
following hold. 
(15) The path P”=(l(E,,)+ 1, Z(E,,)+2, . . . . l(E,,)+n,) strictly 
spells w’ = wIow,, ... wno with (qlo, qnl, c’); 
(16) [(E’, in(P”)) = uro and c(E’, fn(P”)) = u,~. 
Since j(E,, , in(Pnl)) = p(Eno, fn(P,,)) = 0, E,, is of the form 
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E”1 = &lOb’&ll9 where b’ corresponds to position in(P,,). Now we define 
E as follows: E= Eloo WE,,,. Then h(E) < max{h(E,,), h(E,,,)}. As in 
the above proof of 6( IE’I ) c R, we can see that 6( 1 El ) c R. Moreover the 
following hold. 
(17) The path P = (I(E,,) + 1, I(E,,) + 2 ,..., I(E,,) + n, + 
I(P,,)) strictly spells w  with (qIO, qn+lo, 1); 
(18) W, in(P)) = ulo and W,fn(P))= u,, lo; 
(19) 
w dn, + l(P",) 
G2. #Q-maX{4Pi0)+ 1, /(Pi,)+ 1 I 1 <i<n} +/(P,,) 
<2.(#Q+ l)~max{Z(P,,,)+ l,l(P,,)+ 1 I 1 <ids}; 
(20) z(E)dI(Elo)+z(E,1)+n,. 
Case (2): /I(E,,, in(PJ) > 1. In this case, El0 and E,, are of the 
form Elo= E,ooH: El,,, and E,, = E,,,H: EnI1, where H: and H: are the 
maximum star factors of E,, and E,, that contain P,, and P,, , respectively. 
Let Hr, and H& be the minimum star factors of E,, and E,, that contain 
Pi0 and P,, , respectively. Then H& and H$, are contained in H: and Hz, 
respectively, and are of the form HT, = (E,, u EIO1bE,,, u EI03)* and 
H& = (Ezoo u E2,,1 b’EzOZ u E2,,3)*, where b and b’ correspond to positions 
in(P,,) and in(P,r), respectively. Now define H& as follows: 
X0 = b% WE,,,)*. In Elo, we replace H$ with H& to obtain E. As in 
Case (1 ), we can see that the assertions hold. 1 
PROPOSITION 7.4. Let n,,n,>, 1, (u, q)Eq(&E& R), E,, . . . . EWE 
CSRE(A), wl, . . . . w,, EC+, and for each i, 1~ i< n,, Pi be a path of some 
E,, 1 <ii < no. Assume that for each i, l<i<n,, (l)&lE,l)cR, 
(2) l(E,, in(J’J) = l(Ejf, fn(f’i)) = w and (3) Pi strictly spells wi with 
(q, q, 2). Then there exists EECSRE(A) such that (4) h(E) =h(E,,), 
(5)6()El)cR, (6)I(E)<(n,+2)2’h’41).(max{l(Ei) I 1<i<n,})2’h’~l), and 
(7)for each WE[(W,U a.. v w,,) + 1, there exists a path P, of E which 
satisfies the following (7.1 t( 7.3 ). 
(7.1) W, in(f’,)) = W, fn(p,)) = u; 
(7.2) P, strictly spells w  with (q, q, 2); 
(7.3) v,(P,)<2~max{v,(P,) I 1 <i<n,}. 
Proof By (2) and (3), it holds that for each i, 1 <i< nl, 
B(E,, in(Pi))=B(Ej,9 fn(pi))=B(Ej,, in(pl))=/Wj,, fn(f’,)) 2 1. We put 
n2=fl(Ej,,in(P,)). For each i, 1 bi<n,, and for each k, 1 <kkn2, let 
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H&, and H$, be the kth star factors of Ejn that contain positions in(P,) and 
fn(PJ, respectively. As in the proof of Case (5) of Proposition 7.1, for each 
k, 1 <k < n,, we define the star expression Gt inductively as follows. 
(i) k = 1. For each i, 1 < i< n,, Hilo and H,,, are of the form 
Hilo = Eilm ” EilolbEilo2 ” Ei103v and HiI1 = Eillo U EilllbEil12 U Ei113, 
where each b corresponds to positions in(P,) and fn(Pi) in E,, respectively. 
We define G: as follows: 
We can see easily that a(G(IGfJ))=a(6(IHi:ol))=a(c5(IHi:11)) for all i, 
1 <i<n,, and I(U;i, (H~ouHi:,)*)*l c IG:]. Moreover the sum of the 
lengths of distinct Hi*,, and Hi:, is not greater than C;: r I(Ei). So it holds 
that I(G:)<(Cytr l(Ei)) + (C;“!, Z(Ei))* < (no + I)* . max{(I(Ei))* I 
l<i<n,}. 
(ii) 1 <k<n,. For each i, 1 < i < n,, H&, and Hz, are of the 
form HZ-O = (Eikm U Eikol fG - 10 Eim2 ” Ei/co, ) *, and H,ft, = &IO u 
Eikll Hijt- r, Eik12 u Eik13)*, where positions in(P,) and fn(P,) are contained 




Eigki21 Gk*- I EilkiJ2 . 
i=l 
OCi*.i)<l 
We can see easily that a(6(IG~I))=a(6(IH,jlol))=a(6(lH,jtl)) for all i, 
1 <i<n,, and I(U;‘r (H&,uH&))*l c IGtI. Moreover it holds that 
<$i-max{(QE,))‘I l~i~no}+(no~I(G,*~,)+l)~no 
.max{l(E,) I 1 <i<n,} 
<ng.max{(l(E,))* 1 1 <i<no} .(I(G,*-,)+2) 
<ni.max{(I(E,))* ) 1 <i<n,} 
.((n,+ 1)2.k-2.(max{l(Ei) I 1 <i<no})2~k-2+2) 
<(no+ 1)2.k.(max{l(Ei) I 1 <i~n~})*.~, 
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where by induction, Z(G,*-,) 6 (n,+l)2’k-2 . (max{Z(E,) ) 1 < i < 
no) 2.k-2, and it holds that (n,+ l)2’k=(n,+ 1)2’k-2.(n,+ l)‘>ni. 
(n,+ 1)2‘k-2+2*n;. Inductively we define G,$*. Now E,, is of. the 
form Ej, = Ej,OH~,zoEj,l, where Hfnzo is the n,th factor of Ej, that 
contains position in(Pi). From (3), H:,,o=Hr,,l, and H& contains P,. 
We define EE CSRE(A) as follows: E= Ej,,G,*,Ej,. Then it is not dilkult 
to see that h(E)=h(E,,), d(IEl)cR, and for each WE [(w, u ... UW,,)+~, 
there exists a path P, of E such that positions in (P,) and fn(P,) are 
contained in the star factor Gn: of E, and (7.1~(7.3) hold. Moreover 
Z(E) 6 QE,,) + f(G,*,) < Z(E,,) + (n,, + 1)2n2 . (max{l(E,) I 1 < i < 
no>) 2n* < (no + 2p * (maxi&E,) / 1 d i < r~,))~“~<(n, + 2)2.h(4~) . 
(max{l(E;) 1 1 < i<n,})2’h(E~I). 1 
Now we shall present the proof of the main lemma. 
Proof of Main Lemma. The proof is by induction on Z(w). 
Basis. I(w) = 0. In this case, EJk,) = w, and the assertions are clear 
by Propositions 5.1, 5.8. 
Inductive step. Z(w)>O. Let D(w,Z(w)) = (x,, a, ,..., x,, a,, x~+~), 
EE WO), (~0, qd, (ul, ql) E rt(5(Eo), 3 c E (0, 1,2,3}, and P, be a path 
of E. Assume that (1) and (2) in the main lemma hold. We consider five 
cases. 
Case (1): n <g,. In this case, E,(k,) = E,,(k,) a,. . .Ex,(ko) 
anE,,+,(ko). There exist (2.n+ 1) paths, PlO, PII, . . . . P+ Pnl, Pn+,o of E, 
(UIO, qd. (UII, q11), . . . . (u,+Io, qn+lo), fun+119 q.+ll)Ert(Woh JO, and 
Cl03 Cl1 9 ‘..9 Cno, Cnl Y  cn + 10 E (0, 1,2, 3) for which the following (9k(f2) 
hold. 
(9) ~l=~lo~~~,~~~~“o~~,,~~“+lo; 
(10) ho7 qlo)=(uoT qo), and (u,+,~, qn+ll)=(~l, qd; 
(11) For each j, 1 <j< n, [(E, in(Pjo)) = uio, [(E, fn(Pjo)) = uil, and 
the following (11.1) and (11.2) hold: 
(11.1) Pjo strictly ~~41s E,(ko) with (qjo, qji, ~~0); 
(11.2) Pi, strictly spells aj with (qjl, qj+ 1o, cj,); 
(12) i(E,in(P,+,o))=u,+lo, 5(E,fn(P,+,o))=~,+II, and Pn+,o 
strictly spells Exn+,(ko) with (qn+ 1oT qn+ II, G, 1o). 
Note that (9) and (11) imply that for each j, 1 <j< n, [(E, in(Pjl)) = ujl 
and l(E, fn(Pjl)) = uj+ 10. By induction, for each j, 1~ j< n + 1, there exist 
Ej’ ECSRE(A) and a path P; of Ei for which (3t(8) hold for xi. It is 
also clear that c=max{cjo,cjl, c,,+lo 1 1 <j<n}. As in the proof of 
Cases (l)-(4) in Proposition 7.1, we can see that for each j, 1 <j< n, from 
Ej’, Pj, E, and Pjl , we can obtain E,? E CSRE(A) and a path P,? of E,! such 
643/78/2-6 
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that Pj” spells xiuj with (qj,,, qj+ 1,,, max(c,,, cj,}), and other assertions 
and the following hold: I(E,!‘) < I(E;) + I(E) < 2. 02(Z(w) - 1). From 
Proposition 7.1 and by induction on n, there exist E’ E CSRE(d) and a 
path P, of E’ for which (3)-(6) hold for w. Moreover we can see easily that 
the following hold. 
(13) v,(P,) < tn+ l)~(o,(z(w)- l)+ 1) < ge-(o,(Z(w)- l)+ 1); 
(14) 1(E’)d4”‘(h(E,)+ 1)“.2.0,(Z(w)- l), 
where the last inequality follows from Propositions 7.1, 7.2 and by induc- 
tion on n. 
Case (2): n = g, and x,, , =A. Let S(w,g,, --, k,) = ((io, il), 
tw,, w2, ~1). Then 
There xist th+ 2) paths, ho, pzo, . . . . pk0+20, of E, h, qd, h, qll 1, . .. . 
(~~+2~, qko+21)~v(~(&), R), and cl, c2, -., ck,,+2E (0, 1,2,3} for which 
the following hold. 
t15) p,=p,0~p2,~~~pko+2,,; 
(16) (%I, 4cu)=t% 40) and (uko+2,, qko+21)=(%, 41); 
(17) For each j, 1 <j < k, + 2, the following (17.1) and (17.2) hold. 
(17.1) ~(E,in(P,,))=u,-,, and [(E,fn(P,J)=u,,; 
(17.2) P,, strictly spells w,! with (qj- 1,, qjl, cj), where w; = E,,(ko), 
w;o + 2 = E&o), and for each k, 2 <k< k,+ 1, w;= E,,(k,). 
It also holds that c = max { cj 1 1 < j < k, + 2 >. We consider two subcases. 
Case (2.1): cd 1. Then P, is a path of degree zero of E. Since 
I(E) < k,, there exist j,,, 2 < j, < k, + 1, such that cjo = 0, that is, Z(Pjo,) = 0, 
u~~-ll=“j~l~ and qjo1 =MjltqJo-ll, E,,(h)), where d(f’joo)=bjl, and 
qjol) qjo- iI E Qj, 9 1 <j, Gm. By definition of S(W, g,, Z, k,), it holds that 
t”jol 9 4jol3 Ci)EfiE$ko),.~ ,..., E,,,(ko).o,,h &I), where c’, = max{ ci, c2, . . . . cjo}. 
For each j, 1 <J < i,, we can apply the inductive hypothesis. So as in 
Case (l), we can see that there exist E; E CSRE(d) and a path P’, of E’, for 
which the following hold. 
(18) h(E’,)<h(E) and 6(1E;l)cR; 
(19) i(E;,in(P;))=u, and [(E;,fn(P;))=ujO,; 
(20) Pi strictly spells wlw2 with (qo, qjo,, c;); 
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(21) %(P;)~g,-(%Mw)- l)+ 1); 
(22) I(Ei)<486. (h(E,)f l)g6.2 .o,(Z(w)- 1). 
Because cj,, = 0 and MdOwz = MdOE,+) by Proposition 5.17, it holds that 
(23) dm(wEi(m)~ qjo-d, w2, (dw.i~m)9 q,,d=o. 
Since Z(w,) = Z(w), it follows by Proposition 5.7 that 
(24) (a(b(d.;(P;))),q,,,)EM,,(Q, wlw2). 
By definition of S(w, g6, =, k,), it holds that (ui, ql, c;) E 
fh. ~,l+,(ko).oi,+~,....E,,(ko),u~) ,ol~%ol (U. ) where c; = max (cjo+ , , . . . . c,}. As above, 
we can see that there exist E2 E CSRE(d) and a path Pi of E; for which the 
following hold. 
(25) h(E2) <h(E) and S(lE;I) c R; 
(26) [(E;, in(P;)) = ujoi and <(E2, fn(P;)) = u,; 
(27) Pi strictly spells w3 with (qjol, q,, c;); 
(28) v,(p;) <<86. (o,(z(w) - 1) + 1); 
(29) I(E;)<4g6.(h(E,,)+ 1)““.2.o,(Z(w)-1). 
From E;, E;, Pi, and Pi, we can construct E' E CSRE(d) and a path P2 
of E’ for which (3)-(6) and the following hold for w, where (31) follows 
from Proposition 7.1. 
(30) vo(P2)~2~&hufw)- I)+ 1); 
(31) Z(E’) <qg6+ ’ . (h(E,) + l)g6+1 .2. 02(Z(w) - 1). 
Case (2.2): c > 2. In this case P, is not a path of degree zero. We 
consider two paths, P,,, and Pi = Pzo.. . P,,, 2,,. Then the following hold. 
(32) PI0 strictly spells E,,(k,) with (q,,, qll, c,); 
(33) Pi strictly spells (E,,(ko))ko E,,(k,) with (q,,, q,, c;) for some 
c; E (0, 1, 2, 3). 
It also holds that c = max{c,, c;}. Thus at least one of ci and c; is 
greater than one. By definition of S(w, g,, 5, k,), we can see that 
h 41, c~)~~~,,~+,~~~~,~,~+~,...,~~~~~~~,~~~(~(EI W’;))~ qd. From Cases ( 1 ), 
(2.1) and Proposition 7.1, we can see that there exist E’ E CSRE(d ) and a 
path P, of E’ for which (3k(6) and the following hold for w. 
(34) v~~p2~~2~~6~~o,~z~w~- l)+ l); 
(35) I(E')<4g6+1.(h(Eo)+ 1)““+‘~2~o,(Z(w)-1). 
Case (3): n=&, and x,+, #A. In this case, 
(36) KhbJ = E,,(k,)(E,,(k,))ko.E,,(k,) E.xn+,(W. 
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From Cases (1 ), (2), it easy to see that there exist E’ E CSRE(A ) and a path 
P, of E’ for which (3)-(6) and the following (37), (38) hold for w. 
(37) v,(p2)~3~g6’t0,(z(w)- l)+ l); 
(38) f(E’)~4~6+~.(h(E~)+1)~6+~.2.0~(Z(~)-l). 
Case (4): n = kg, for some k > 2 and X, + 1 = A. In this case, E,(k,) is 
of the form E,(k,) = E,,,(k,) E,,(k,) . ..Ewk(ko), where S(w, g6) = 
(WI, w2, . . . . wk, A). There exist k paths Plo, . . . . P,, of E, (uol, qol), . . . . 
(Q, qkl) E v(Wd, R), and cl, . . . . ck E (0, 1, 2, 3) for which the following 
hold. 
(39) P, = P,, . ..P.,; 
(40) (uoly qol I= tug, qd and (G, qkl) = tul, 4, ); 
(41) c=max{ci 1 1 <i<k}; 
(42) For each i, 1 6 i < k, the following (42.1), (42.2) hold. 
(42.1) i(E, in(P,,))= u,_ II and [(E, fn(P,))= u,,; 
(42.2) P,, strictly spells E,,(k,) with (q,- I,, qil , ci). 
From Case (3) it holds that for each i, 1 6 i< k, there exist 
El E CSRE(A) and a path P,, for which the following hold. 
(43) h(E,!)<h(E) and S(lEll)cR; 
(44) i(E~,in(P2i))=~i-l, and l(E:,fn(Pzj))=ui,; 
c45) vO(p2i)~2.g6’(D1(z(~)-1)+1~; 
(46) Z(E’)~4g6+1~(h(EO)+1)g6+1~2~~2(Z(~)-l); 
(47) P,; strictly spells wi with (qipll, qil, c;). 
We consider three subcases. 
Case (4.1): c < 1. If c = 0, then the assertions are trivial. Let c = 1. 
From Case (2.1), we can see that for each i, 1 < i < k, there exist (ui2, qi2) E 
q(lj(E,), R), two paths P2io and P2il of E;, and ciO, ci, E (0, 1) for which the 
following hold, where S(W,, g,, E, k,) = ((jio,jil), (wil, wi2, Wa)). 
(48) P2i = P,i, ’ P2i, ; 
(49) P2io strictly spells wil wi2 with (qi- ,,, gi2, Cio); 
(50) P2i, strictly spells wi3 with (qiz, qil, cil); 
(51) c,=max(cio, cii}; 
(52) From W), (at6(dE;(P2io))), qi2) E M&Q, wil Wi2). 
By definition of 9, El and by induction on i, this implies that 
t53J (atGtdE;tP21) odE;(p22)o .‘. odE;-,tp2i-1) o dE,(p,i13)))9 qi*) E 
M,o(Q, wilwi2 ). 
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Since Z(W) = Z(w,, wiz), it follows from Proposition 5.7 that for each i, 
l<i<k, there exist (ti,qiX)EQ such that MdO((fi,qij), w1w2... 
wi--1wilwi2) = (a(b(d.;(P2,)od,;(P2*)o “’ “dE~_I(p2i-l)odE~(p210))), qi2)* 
Then by Proposition 7.3, there exist E’ G CSRE(d) and a path P, of E 
for which (3)-(6) and the following hold for W. 
(54) 
v,(P,)~2.(#Q+l).max{v,(P,,) 11 <idk), 
<2.(#Q+ l).g6.(o~(z(w)- l)+ 1); 
(55) 
I(E’f <I@;) + I(&) + v,,(P,) 
<2.4g6+‘~(h(E,,)+l)g6+’ .2*o,(Z(w)- l)+o#(w)- 1) 
~4~~+~(h(E~)+ 1)““+‘~0~(Z(w)- l), 
where the last two inequalities follow from Proposition 5.19. 
Case (4.2): c = 2. Let i,, i2, . . . . i,, be integers such that (i) 1 d i, < 
z2< ... <i,,<k, (ii)for each j, l<j<n,, cG=2, and (iii)for each 
je { 1, . . . . k) - {iI, . . . . in,}, Cj < 1. Then we have the following decomposition 
of w, (4, . . . . do, w&+ 1) E Dee(w), where w;=w,...w;*, w;,+,= 
W no+ 1 “+ wk, and for each j, 2 d j < n,, w; = w  ,,-, + 1 . . . wi,. Note that w&+ r 
may be A. From Cases (4.1), (2.1) and Proposition 7.1, we can see that for 
each j, 1 <j<n,+ 1, there exist Ei gCSRE(d), a path P, of El, and 
(uilo, qj,,) E q(t(E,), R) for which the following hold. 
(56) h(E;)<h(E) and h(lE;/)cR; 
(57) i(E,I,in(Pzj))=uj-I,o and i(Ei,fn(P,))=ujIo, where uolo=uo, 
and u ngf 110 = u1; 
(58) P, strictly spells wj’ with (qj-llo, qjlo, 2), where qolo=qo and 
4no+ 110 = 41; 
(59) 
Vo(P2j)~2.g~.(O~(Z(W)-l)+ l)+‘J.(#Q+ l)~g6.(01(Z(W)-l)+ 1) 
<2.g,.(#Q+2).(o,(Z(w)-l)+ 1); 
(60) I(E;)~4g6+4+z(EO)+l)g6+2~~2(Z(~)-1). 
Now we define the set B(w) as follows: B(w) = { (ujlo, qilo) ( 0 <j< 
no + 1 }. By induction on #B(w), we shall prove the following claim. 
CLAIM. There exist E’ E CSRE(d) and a path Pz of E’ for which (3)-(6) 
and the following hold for w. 
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(61) vO(P2)~4.(#Q+2,.g,.(~,(l(w)- l)+ 1); 
(62) 4E’) <M(w) - 1, #B(w)). 
Proof of the Claim. When n, = 1, the assertions are clear. So assume 
that n,> 1. 
Basis: #B(w) = 1. We first note that by Proposition 3.4 and (60), 
the following hold. 
(63) # {Ej’ 1 1 d j 6 n, + l} 6 (g0(n,))2, where n, = 4g6+4. 
(h(E,,)+ l)““+‘.o,(Z(w)- 1). 
By Proposition 7.4, there exist E’ ECSRE(A) and a path P; of E’ for 
which the following hold. 
(64) h(E’) d h(E) and S(lE’l) c R; 
(65) [(E’, in(P;))= u,=[(E’, fn(P’,))=ui; 
(66) Pi strictly spells w  = w’, . . . w&+ 1 with (q,,, q, = q,,, 2); 
(67) 
~~(P~)62~max{v,(P,~) I 1 <j<n,) 
~4.(#Q+2).g,.(o,(Z(w)- l)+ 1); 
(68) 
Z(E) 6 ((g&l))2 + 2)2.h(Eo) .(max{Z(Ej) 1 1 <j<n,+ 1})2.h(Eo) 
~((g,(n,))2+2)*.h(Eo).(n1)2.h(eO) 
G g,Mw) - 1, 1). 
So the assertions hold. 
In ductive step #B(w) > 1. There exist integers rO, ri, ..,, rn2 for which the 
following hold. 
(69) O=r,<r, < ... <rn2<no+ 1; 
(70) For each j, 1 djdn,, (u,,,,, q+,)= (u,, qo), and for each 
jE { 1, . . . . no + 11 - {rl, . . . . rn2), (u,,- 1o1 4r,lo) = (uo, 40). 
If n, = 0, then by induction, there exist E” E CSRE(d) and a path P2 of 
E” for which the assertions hold for w; w; ... wb,+ ,. Then by 
Proposition 7.1, there exist E’ECSRE(A) and a path P, of E’ for which 
(3k(6) and the following hold for w. 
(71) 
vo( P2) < 2 . max { Vo( Pzj) I 1 <Z G no + 1 } 
~4.(#Q+2).g,.(o,(Z(w)-l)+l); 
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(72) l(E’)<4.(h(E,)+ l).g,(Z(w)- 1, #B(w)- 1). 
Now assume that n, > 0. Then for each j, 1 <j < n2, there exist 
Ey E CSRE(d) and a path Pij of Z$ for which the assertions hold for 
w; = w;,-, + 1 . . . w;,. By the inductive hypothesis, there exist EA,, , and a 
path Pi,,+ I of EI,, , for which the assertions hold for 
I, I . . . w’ where w& + 1 = ;1 if rn2 = n, + 1. By Proposition 3.4 
~~+‘;7~~~+1~{E’:o,+~1~j~n,}~(g,(n,))Z where n3 = 4. (h(E,) + 1). 
g,((Z(w)-1, #B(k)-1). By Proposition7.4, thereexist Z?‘ECSRE(A) and 
a path P; of E” for which (3)-(6) and the following hold for w; . wi*. 
(73) v,(P;)Q4.(#Q+2).g,.(o,(Z(w)- l)+ 1); 
(74) @“)G((n,+2).4.(h(E,)+ l).g,(Z(w)- 1, #B(w)- l))*“@“‘, 
where n4 = (g,(n,))*. 
By Proposition 7.1, there exist E’ E CSRE(d ) and a path P, of E’ for 




.(4.(h(E,,)+ l).g,(Z(w)- 1, #B(w)- l))2.h’Eo’ 
<(4.(h(E,)+ 1).(n4+2).g7(Z(w)- 1, #B(w)- 1))3.h’Eo’ 
GM(w) - 1, #B(w)). 
This completes the proof of the claim. 1 
Proof of the Main Lemma (Continued). By Lemma 5.1, #B(w)< 
# q(<(E,), R) <g,. By the claim, there exist E’ E CSRE(d) and a path P, of 
E’ for which (3)-(6) and the following hold for w. 
(77) V~(p2)<4.(#Q+2).g6.(0,(z(W)-l)+l); 
(78) 4E’) Gg,(Z(w) - 1, g3). 
Case (4.3): c= 3. Let i,, . . . . i,, be integers such that (i) 1 <i, < 
i2 < ..* <in, dk, (ii) for each j, 1 <j<n,, ci,= 3, and (iii) for each 
jE { 1, . ..) k} - (i,, . ..) in5}, Cj d 2. If n5 = 1, then from Cases (4.1), (4.2), and 
Proposition 7.1, there exist E” E CSRE(d) and a path P; of E” for which 
(3)-(6) and the following hold for w1 . . . win,. 
(79) v,(P;)<4.(#Q+2).g6.(0,(z(W)- I)+ 1); 
(80) 4E’) G 4. (W,) + 1) .g,(Z(w) - 1, gd. 
By Proposition 7.1, there exist E’ E CSRE(d) and a path P2 of ,?’ for 
which (3k(6) and the following hold for w. 
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(81) vo(Pz)~4.(#Q+2).gg.(ol(Z(w)-l)+l); 
(82) f(E’)d4*4z(E,,)+ l)‘.g,(Z(w)- kg,). 
Now assume that n5 > 1. Since EE <(E,,), n5 <I(E) < ko. By 
Proposition 7.2, there exist E’ E CSRE(d ) and P, of E’ for which (3)-(6), 
(81) and the following hold for w. 
(83) 
f(E’)~4k0-2~42+z(Eo)+ l)‘.g,(Z(w)- 1,g&(h(E,))k0-2 
<4k”+z(Eo)+ l)““.g,(Z(w)- 1, g3). 
Case (5): k.g,<n<(k+l).g, or n=k.g, and x,+~#A for some 
k 2 2. Then S(w, g6) = (wl, . . . . wk+ ,), where either Z(w,+ 1) < Z(w) or the 
length of D(w, Z(w)) is smaller than g,. From Case (4) and Proposition 7.1, 
there exist E’eCSRE(d) and a path P, of E’ for which (3)-(6) and the 
following hold for w. 
(84) vo(P2)~4.(#Q+2).gg.(01(Z(w)- l)+ 1); 
(85) I(E’)G4k0+’ .(h(E,)+ l)ko+l .g,(Z(w)- 1,g3)=o,(Z(w)). 
This completes the proof of the main lemma. 1 
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